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they are one person
they are two alone
they are three together
they are four each other
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are you thinkin' of telephones and managers
and where you got to be at noon?
you are living a reality
i left years ago.
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i am yours, you are mine, you are what you are.
if you smile at me i will understand
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'cause that is something everyone does in the same language
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something inside is telling me that i've got your secret
are you listening?
fear is the lock, and laughter the key to your heart
and i love you.
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and you know that's not where it's at babe
you're just seem' things through a cat's eyes.
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chestnut brown canary, ruby-throated sparrow
sing a song, don't be long
thrill me to the marrow.
how do you catch the sparrow?
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seagulls circle endlessly
i sing in silent harmony
we shall be free. graham nash
david crosby
Steven stills


rushees show different degrees of emotions upon leaving a rush party.
fraternity, sorority rush launches new year
*4
the dorm is hastily evacuated of girls upon the receiving of their bids,
prospective pledges gather around on the porch of the delta tau delta house.
the first week of September has
traditionally been filled with rush ac-
tivities on the campus of ole b.u.
having never been known to bow to
tradition, the first week of September
was again filled with rush activities.
behind the giggles and the small
talk, are hours of skit practices,
mock walk-throughs and song prac-
tices, the end result of a hectic week
being the filling of house vacancies
and the beginning of lasting friend-
ships for the new pledges, various
kinds of rush parties in both fra-
ternity and sorority houses, stapled-
gunned together were conducted all
week.
20—student life
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raoul lucca rouses fellow freshmen from forlorn states into frolic and fun.
22—student life
library lour awes five frosh;
garden tour stuns seventeen
traditionally, the second week in
September at ole b.u. is filled (?) with
orientation activities, freshmen get
up at 7:00 a.m. monday morning and
are over at jordon hall by 8:00. here
they pick up their schedules for the
rest of the week, these schedules in-
clude tours of all sorts, meetings
with advisors, and finger-pointing
lectures from deans.
all in all this is a very exciting
week for freshmen, the activities are
so action-packed that perhaps in the
future the university will spill this
week into two weeks in order to pro-
vide more party time, due to the sur-
prise effect desired for next year's
freshmen, there are no pictures on
this page that might reveal the mys-
tifying secrets of orientation week.
^
jody neff, kappa kappa gamma, shows
the pledges how it's done.
summit meeting of the counselors held
by chief guide geib.
student life—23
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chops indulge in lusts of life-
luscious melons bite the dust
kitty spann holds up sister pam wilhelm
after the victorious eating contest.
once again, the lambda chi al-
pha's attracted flocks of curious
males to their annual watermelon
bust.
under sunny skies, the afternoon
festivities began with the seed spit-
ting contest, the women of kappa
alpha theta, who had a little trouble
in the bust event, found a winning
seed spitter in pledge missi hamp.
pi phi pledge, pam wilhelm took top
honors in the break-the-watermelon-
with-your-head-and-eat-fast-event.the
phi delta theta team of little stevie
wonder and dave smith "won" the
watermelon toss, and that leaves
only one event: the bust contest,
penny sori, alpha phi, captured the
coveted title this year: miss water-
melon bust.
:_**?
in the watermelon toss, you catch your
lunch all right—the hard way!
re
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privileged freshmen compete for the title of miss watermelon bust. miss watermelon bust 1969 is penny sori,
alpha phi pledge.
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blood and guts
issue unites
butler students
the student awareness committee
played the major role in organizing
and carrying out butler's version of
the national moratorium day march,
the day was October 15, 1969, a day
to be remembered in the history of
butler's student body, students
united, greek and independent bar-
riers were dropped, heads and
straights marched arm in arm in in-
dividual protest or in expression for
those who died in the viet nam war.
the week of moratorium activities
began with an open lecture by dr.
thomas willey. literature on various
positions concerning the war was
passed out all week. Wednesday af-
ternoon found students at c.t.s. lis-
tening to three guest speakers who
provided more insight into the draft
and the war.
candlelight guided the steps of
students as they marched in silent
harmony to the carillion steps.
peace can come in all languages,
pond reflects candles and thoughts.
"do not weep, maiden, for war is kind, because your lover threw wild hands toward the sky and the affrighted steed ran on alone, do
not weep, war is kind."—Stephen Crane
dr. haddox speaks on the impacts of war.
student life—27
fun, frolic and fetching female
anticipation is the fate of the green
beanie.
\\ —
phi delt charioters race to the finish. craig fenneman escorts lynn to her seat.
^ v/
lynn shows surprise when chosen queen. Wr . 'Jig V,i., 'm
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fashion for a festive weekend
the chimes rang, sounding the of-
ficial start of the annual homecoming
festivities, and the frolic did indeed
begin, the chariot race set the mood
for the afternoon and the men of phi
delta theta out-charioted the men of
sigma chi for the second consecutive
year, pi phis and ross hall pushed
together to constitute the winning
pushmobile team, from these two
lung-bursting events the crowd was
allowed a breather, and moved to the
steps of the holcomb observatory for
the crowning of the 1969 hinkle
homecoming queen, lynn haglund,
pi beta phi and veteran miss indiana,
was chosen queen; and mary young,
kappa alpha theta, was the first
runner-up.
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delts, thetas, phis, and alpha phis make a wild exchange of hands in the pushmobile race.
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messy, messy, the greasy freshmen strive for the green beanie which no one ever wore. kappa alpha theta's winning decorations
in its final stages are completed with
pulleys.
phi's super decs take first again
30—student life
draws hoards into hinkle bowl
while all this was going on, alums
and administrators were judging
house decs, upon returning from the
previous mentioned activities the fol-
lowing houses were surprized with a
gold paper finalist ribbon, stuck
conspicuously on their creations:
lambda chis, tekes, phi delts, and
sigma nus, delta gammas, alpha
phis, thetas, and alpha chis. the win-
ners were announced that evening at
the dance which was held at the field-
house, the men of phi delta theta
and the women of kappa alpha theta
took top honors with their outstand-
ing creativity and hinkle tribute.
wajc called for help in their tug-o-war with the alums and the delts were right there.
queen candidates were mary young, patti worrell, allyson smith, rita packard, georgia
pearson, marilyn mcbride, barb mascoe, barb lykowski, sharon leininger, Jackie hutt,
queen lynn.
student life—31
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father's weekend focuses on
last grid-iron stand for hinkle
fathers from various states
traveled to the capital of hoosier ter-
ritory for dad's day festivities, sons
and daughters treated their fathers
to luncheons and an afternoon of
football—hinkle style, the bulldogs
pulled through for retiring tony and
walloped valpo, the indiana col-
legiate conference champs.
the real weber family and their sorority family enjoy the fathers day festivities.
student life—33
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drift queen "di
reigns with
eligible keith
the krannert room of clowes hall
was once again the scene for the
drift beauty pageant, keith norwalk,
phi delta theta, captured the most
eligible bachelor title this year; an
april wedding is planned with pa-
geant chaiman, kelli curran.
a radiant diane fountain, a mem-
ber of kappa alpha theta, was
crowned beauty queen of the 1970
drift, diane will serve as hostess for
all the yearbook's social functions
and be featured in their advertise-
ments.
ringo the photographer captures diane
candidly at the theta house.
diane and keith display surprise upon the announcement of their new titles.
34—student life
queen diane also received many other kisses . in a more relaxed setting, keith is attacked by b.u. coeds.
student life—35

boisterous, bewitching babes
belong to teke freak week
undoubtedly, teke freak week is
the most enjoyable week in the year-
especially for the tekes. the dif-
ferent housing units serve them each
meal, serenade them nightly, and
spook them with a seance to win the
campaign for their most bewitching
witch, this year, the tekes voted the
women of alpha chi omega the best
campaigners, followed closely by the
tri-deltas and the thetas.
in the contest for the most be-
witching witch, gail mulay, alpha phi
pledge, "enchanted" the judges to
win this title, the winners of both
the campaign and of the bewitching
witch contest were announced at the
climaxing dance friday night.
the week's activities left the tau kappa epsilon's house in this condition: decorated.
at the campus club dance that evening, "this"
week, he is really phi delta theta pledge, nic valle.
Si
was awarded teke freak award of
student life—37
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kafka's "trial"
courts minds
of wolverines
this year's drama department
under the fine direction of dr. adkins
produced many outstanding plays,
the department's two most outstand-
ing plays were "the trial" and
"electra." "the trial", highly rated,
took its entire cast to michigan state
university for a district contest, the
play did very well in the contest, and
the cast "did very well" on the side,
"electra", a greek play, packed in a
full audience all performances.
a blurred mark korlansky in the "trial". a brilliant example of facial expression from "the trial'
student life—39
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aero-space
ball crowns
mary young
the annual aero-space ball, spon-
sored by butler's afrotc chapter, and
decorated by the angel flight unit,
was the scene of mary young's crown-
ing, aero-space queen, in queen
mary's court were genia braun and
kitzi haycox. present at the festivities
were president alexander e. Jones and
his wife, along with commander con-
oley.
queen mary beams with her new crown and her red roses.
gowns + uniforms = elegant dancing \ «Q,
mary gets roses as her court watches.
W4f
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afrotc queen 1969-70, mary young
student life—41
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kappa beauty
catches case
of the wins
kappa kappa gamma's own kathy
magiera captured glamour maga-
zine's "top ten college girls in
america contest", the third annual
event was again sponsored by angel
flight, this year's master of cere-
monies was butler's own wajc disc
jockey torn elrod, who during the
course of the evening so graciously
demanded that the volume on the
record player be turned down.
kathy will represent butler uni-
versity in glamour's national competi-
tion, upon winning, kathy exclaimed,
"this is the first thing i've ever won
in my life".
kathy is congratulated by kappa sisters.
a surprised look passes over her face as she is proclaimed the winner.
42—student lite
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butler's glamour girl 1970—kat
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Christmas brings joy, love,
smiles to kids who need them
Christmas is the season for joy,
the season for love; but most of all,
Christmas is the season of giving,
some say charity begins in the home;
now, most people agree that it is in-
deed better to give than to receive.
butler students have joined the
now generation in this respect, the
ym-ywca gave a tree-trim party for
under-privileged children, various
fraternities and sororities gave or-
phan parties, one sorority sur-
rendered their annual house party
in order to bring food and joy in to
the homes of welfare families.
reward enough for giving.
a young boy ponders a pine, a tree
made beautiful with care.
-student life
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"have you been a good little boy?", as
santa's eye catches a coed.
wrapping and unwrapping presents provides all types of emotional responses.
student life—45
dancers' den
headquarter
for prancers
one of butler's renowned and
unique departments is their ballet
department, the butler ballet com-
pany is composed of many outstand-
ing and dedicated professionalists.
they practice long and tedious hours
in order to maintain perfect form and
physical endurance, after these long
hours of individual practice the
dancers rehearse the upcoming ballet
together for many more hours of
hard, but enjoyable work, dancers do
receive their reward however, when
they know by the audiences reaction
that they have given an electrifying
performance.
the butler ballet took on tour this
year "the nutcracker suite" and "the
spider's feast", one of their pitstops
included Springfield, Ohio.
kathleen bartoch displays her talent. kathleen bricher portrays the statue of liberty in a ballet.
46—student life
kathleen bartoch again displays her professional talent.
student life—47
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hinkle—the man, the coach
tony hinkle is the myth, the man
and the coach who served butler uni-
versity as well as the state of indiana
for almost half of a century, in his
long career of coaching three varsity
teams the bulldogs indulged in the
luxuries of victory and the agonies of
undeniable defeat.
mr. hinkle, monument among
coaches, unlike others, stresses the
fundamentals of the game, in the
past few years of his coaching career
he has placed heavy emphasis on
these fundamentals rather than on
recruiting, he has been criticized for
not "firing up" his team for a game
and his psychology has been rated
poor, but any one of his players will
tell you that if they had played his
"country ball" as he coached it, they
would be all-american players, he has
a host of idiosyncracies: rarely does
he call anyone by first names, every
one is called kid, from so & so, and
italians on the team are called spa-
ghetti.
anticipation of a free-throw
a colossal man reminicses days of glory
and victory.
hand on hip, hinkle makes big decision for the next play.
48—student life
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although football is said to be secondary to tony, his anxious pose shows avid interest.
karen dumm sigma nu
50—student life
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patty layton tau kappa epsilon
their hearts hold the
hope for the future
"jaques brel is alive and well living in paris"
if we only have love
to embrace without fear,
we will kiss with our eyes
we will sleep without tears.
if we only have love
for the hymn that we shout
for the song that we sing
then we'll have a way out.
if we only have love
we can melt all the guns,
and then give the new world
to our daughters and sons.
if we only have love
we will never bow down,
we'll be tall as the pines
neither heroes or clowns.
then with nothing at all
but the little we are
we'll have conquered all time
all space, the sun and the stars.
diane fountain sigma chi leslie dale delta tau delta
student life—51
mclowes hall enriches students' cultural life
clowes hall has graced our campus
with top cultural and secular enter-
tainment for many years, and this
season has been no exception.
the all-time favorite harkness bal-
let was here, along with their famed
elizabeth carroll and helgi tomasson.
the a. p. a. repetory company and the
Canadian opera company which pre-
sented "the barber of Seville" were
at clowes for weekend runs, this
year's broadway hits included "fidd-
ler on the roof", "the price", "cab-
eret", "the wind", "your own thing"
and "canterbury tales".
bob carroll plays the lead role of tevye the poor dairyman in "the fiddler on the roof". lillian gish in scene from "the wind'
^^^^H
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merriment with culture
one of the bouncing rock numbers of the award-winning musical "your own thing"
the team of ferronte and teicher
I^H
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buckeye's pride penetrates winners' circle
this year, butler university was
represented by miss cindy edwards
in the miss indiana pageant, who
captured the title of miss butler over
nine other finalists.
miss edwards is a music educa-
tion major with a voice principle, she
sang "i have confidence" from the
sound of music in the talent portion
of the contest.
cindy is a 5'4", 120 pound beau-
ty: 36-24-35. she is a member of al-
pha phi, spurs, chimes, and angel
flight, cindy holds the offices of
chaplain in alpha phi and in the '69
pledge class of angel filght, in addi-
tion to the position of spring sing di-
rector for the alpha phi's.
winning the contest was a sur-
prize, cindy recollects, but she
naturally feels the honor and thrill of
holding the title of miss butler.
past queen, lynn haglund, crowns the radiant new miss butler—cindy edwards, alpha phi.
the finalists congratulate miss edwards on her victory as lynn haglund approaches with the crown for the new miss butler.
illuminating with joy is your miss butler.
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life, love, and "hair" dominate geneva stunts
geneva stunts '69 was entertain-
ing and fun for everyone-partici-
pants and audience alike.
entered in the women's division
were schwitzer hall, robertson hall,
and kappa kappa gamma, the event
was won by the women of kappa kap-
pa gamma, who told of love and life
around the world.
the men of kappa sigma, lambda
chi alpha, and phi delta theta were
the contestants from the men's
housing units, the phi delts won both
the men's division and the over-all
award for the most original with their
correlation of the broadway play
"hair" to life at butler.
schwitzer adds touch of the old south.
kappas pipe in with the winning number.
the men of kappa sigma perform in their geneva stunt fifteen minute message.
58
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the girls of robertson express a bit of prudery in their old fashioned sketch.
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alpha phis, phi delfs sing and swing a victory
spring sing, held in clowes hall for
the first time, is the event entertain-
ing butler mothers year after year as
a part of mothers' day weekend, it
climaxes a day of luncheons and
fashion shows held at butler each
year in the spring, the contest con-
sists of song medlies entered by
each of the housing units, this year
two trophies were awarded to the
winners in their respective fields, the
women of alpha phi received top
honors in the women's division, fol-
lowed by the women of pi beta phi
and of alpha chi omega, in the men's
division, the winners were the men
of ross hall, the men of phi delta
theta and tau kappa epsilon were the
first and second runners-up.
the song leader of ross hall joyously accepts his coveted first place trophy.
the alpha phis get into position for their grand finale which brought them a first.
nasi
the action-packed pi beta phis move and groove to their medley of "match maker" songs. tri deltas beam at end of performance.
and here are the sharply dressed men of phi delta theta oozing with feeling as they sing
"a simple song of freedom."
student life—61
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the tekes save the day with a pit stop and a quick repair job the new queen of the annual delta tau
delta trik-la-tron who will reign in 1969
is ruthann Stevens, schwitzer hall.
62—student life
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Wk-la-troners tri-cycle tumultuously to finish
under sunny skies, the annual
delta tau delta trik-la-tron was
ushered in. the delts were serving
ice-cold-cokes-free-which didn't hurt
the enthusiasm any on this beautiful,
if hot, summer day. the spirit of the
tricycle teams was fantastic, among
shouts of victory the team of the
delta gamma peddlers and the ross
hall pit crew sped to the finish line
to win the race.
the queen, ruthann Stephens,
schwitzer hall, was chosen from nine
contestants from the housing units,
the master of ceremonies was roger
ward, an official from the speedway. dg cyclist is working hard.
this peddler is saving her energy and speed for the big race.
student life—63
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delta tau's driver, tricky dicky lane, anticipates the final moments before the official start of the phi-100 race.
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a little bit of frantic tuning and re-fueling is called for in the pit area. surprised phi-100 queen is karen stratton.
64—student life
a butler coed attempts to what?
phi delts initiate new tradition;
racers rally around the mall
another butler tradition was begun
last spring when the men of phi delta
theta initiated their own fraternity
day of events, this new activity was
a tad unique and a bit similar in re-
lation to other fraternity activities,
the phi delt's day was a combination
of a little indy 500 and side-splitting,
hilarious events.
all of the events took place on
the mall, the main event, the car race,
was conducted around the mall,
queen candidates were dressed in
playboy bunny costumes; tri delt,
karen stratton, won the title of phi-
100 queen, the golf-putting and dia-
per contests were all-time unique
events, the winning driving and pit
crew team was the women of delta
delta delta and the omega phi psis.
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becky dyer gives sigs signals.
jack boyd gives trophy to omega's driver.
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s.a. weekend
brings wafer,
fun and pies
this year for the first time, the
student assembly held a spring week-
end for independents and greeks,
friday afternoon, the weekend was
opened with several competitions be-
tween the housing units, among
these was a miss personality contest,
and a pie-eating contest.
Saturday afternoon a carnival was
imported to ross hall's football field,
it featured such delights as cotton
candy, a merry-go-round, a ferris
wheel, and all the whirly-upside-down
type rides that make you lose the
cotton candy, there also was a raft
race on the pond in front of the
carillon, the winning combination
was candy cox, pi phi, and leon putz.
splashing, paddling, and sometimes swimming were on the agenda for the raft race, the winning team is front and center.
66—Student Life
"laugh-in" supplies charlie with her idea for miss personality,
an unidentified tosser tosses an unidentified object.
student life—67
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honeys; twirlers woo fans, entertain athletes
butler's half-time honeys were
busy all year providing entertaining
routines for the athletic events and
special shows, members are chosen
during orientation week in the early
part of September.
many hours are spent each day,
even in off seasons, practicing for
the half-time shows, to perform new
and different dances, the girls
choreograph all the routines them-
selves.
ballgames would not be complete
without the appearance of the major-
ettes, in addition to weekly presenta-
tion of the flag, and leading the sing-
ing of the star spangled banner, they
occasionally do a twirling routine
during half-time.
dada-da-da dada-da-da, a bit of bump and grind for the butler honeys.
mim sparks wails, "I ain't got nobody.' members of the 1969-70 half-time honeys are from left: row 1: mim sparks, donna
austgen. row 2: Judy harvey, dana hardwick, nancy brown, linda farrar, debi witt, laura
derby, patty brown, chris macrie, bobbi souder. row 3: chris dietz, faye brown, cheryl
herman, emily cox, gail mulay, rene morris, joann garrison, donna owen, diane minne-
man, cathy rempke, ellen roessing, linda sandquist.
70—sports
the 1969-70 twirlers are from left to right: jamie phillippe, nancy neuman, fritz dubois, debbie gench, linda davis, becky reiss.
linda davis and bob thatcher wait with the stars and stripes. leaping lizards? no! it's the old mouse on the field trick.
sports
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yes, Virginia, there are patriots,
just a fraction from perfection.
72—sports
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paxcia's pep band rallies under the banner announcing next week's game.
musical tunes
resound from
butler's bowl
the shrill of a whistle started them,
talk and laughter were hushed, they
stood at precise military attention,
the fanfare introduced them, a roll
of the snare drums, the clash of the
cymbals, a flare of the trumpets, and
the boom of the base drum caught
the undivided attention from the au-
dience, then with the distinction for
which they are recognized, the butler
university band, directed by mr.
paxcia, proved its ability
.
"drummers on the wall" try to match rolls before the big moment of excitement in the butler bowl.
sports
—
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'butler's super
seven cheer
battling dogs
co-captains, mary young and marc riss-
man, clown in practice for cameraman. tired yell leaders pay close attention to the action on the hardwood.
many long practice sessions and
pre-game rehearsals were trademarks
of the freshman and varsity cheer-
leaders, co-captains, mary young and
marc rissman, coaxed loud yells
from the cheerleaders at the main
sport contests, this year's seven var-
sity and eight freshman cheerleaders
continually planned new ways to
demonstrate butler's support of the
football and basketball teams.
down on the field, on the wall, or
out on the courts, the human pack-
ages of energy kept spirits high in
times of defeat or victory.
cheerleaders try to coax the players out on the field for the bout with wabash.
the 1969-70 varsity cheerleading squad are from left to right: jean chouquette, missy marc rissman initiates, "hell yes!'
henderson, wendy schaubel, mary young, marc rissman, susie powers, candy cox, candy
poore.
sports—75
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trackmen hot to trot—cop conference honors
the 1969 butler thin dads com-
piled a record of two wins and two
losses in dual competition, the team
placed sixth out of twenty-eight
teams in the state meet, the year was
highlighted by a first place trophy in
the inter-collegiate conference.
contributing to record breaking
performances were barry dark, a
record holding sophomore; keith ma-
hoke, who set a new pole vault rec-
ord; ernie troxell, third place in the
state meet; gerald woolfolk, who
scored an average of twenty-two
points per meet, and junior, steve
norris who is the team's best high
jumper.
with an "umph" steve norris jumps butler into first place.
anybody can play "this little piggy" but not everybody can touch their toes to their chin.
76—sports
cinderman, gerald wodfolk, pours it on and adds to the downfall of depauw.
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resting after competition, steve norris works out a cramp. position available for one butler cinderman.
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butler batman: swinging team
keyed to the pitch of success
the 1969 batting season brought
the butler blue sox much recognition
as formidable contenders on the
baseball diamond, powerful hitting
and versatile defensive lineup were
especially instrumental in placing
coach hinkle's team in a tie with
Valparaiso for first place in the inter-
collegiate conference, individual ef-
fort and team spirit were the vital
elements of the blue sox's success.
valuable players for butler were:
Jeff neely, curt thompson, steve or-
phey, Joseph pearson, bob schroeder,
scott neat, jim craver, bruce smith,
mike harrison, and John kakinda.
tell ya' what, i'll trade you two willie mays for one mickey mantle. it's all in the wrist action.
78—sports
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varsity baseball
opponent bu
st. Joseph 1 4
st. Joseph 4
indiana 15 3
indiana 7 4
purdue 1 2
depauw 9 10
depauw 3 6
indiana state 53 3
indiana state 3 2
Valparaiso 3 7
Valparaiso 3 1
wabash 3 5
wabash 3 6
evansville 3 9
evansville 1
marian 8 4
my mother always told me there would be trying days like these.
»«*
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bulldogs win
three in their
hectic season
it was the last of a great era. it was
the last football season for butler's
outstanding three-sport coach, paul
d. hinkle, more commonly known as
"tony." hinkle's accomplishments
were far more impressive than most
people would believe.
starting the last year in his career
of almost fifty years, tony hinkle
should never forget his last fighting
butler bulldog team.
1969 varsity football team: row 1: r. coop
er, g. moore, t. butters, n. york, r. seger, t
walsman, d. dullaghan, I. brown, r. gray,
j. Wallace, r. vanderhaar; row 2: d. toner,
a. carson, I. welms, a holok, p. fitzsim
mons, r. donhauser, m. hoffman, h. huff-
man, k. dainton, d. reed, j. anthony; row
3: c. mcelfresh, equip, mgr., a. attaway,
d. nolan, j. Nil, b. brock, e. tinder, s
:
ep
person, t. popa, d. crouch, m. cito, d
reed, b. Sylvester, asst. coach; row 4: r
belden, m. eckerle, r. kuc, p. wisner, a
kirn, k. celeric, h. schmitz, d. gray, g. lo
gan, j. morris, trainer; row 5: t. rykovich
r. lewis, g. yearsich, e. smiley, a. kirsch
ner, I. muckerheide, c. harper, j. leffer,
j. hauss, asst. coach.
"all right hink, do you have any more
bright ideas you'd like us to try?"
hinkle and his hopeless hunks
1969 vars ty football
opponent bu
u. of akron 52
indiana central 57
ball state 36 7
de pauw 23 34
wabash 17 6
st. Joseph 20 17
indiana state 54 31
u. of evansville 14 9
valporaiso 20 38
dick reed is caught again with the goods.
try to triumph
senior men provided the bulk of
talent and experience for the butler
1969 varsity football squad, con-
clusion of the season ended college
football for graduating lettermen.
talented seniors used their acquired
skills as an aid in financing their col-
lege education through athletic
scholarships.
self-discipline and sportsmanship
learned on the practice field and in
the games prepared gridmen to cope
with life away from college, even
though the loss of such a large seg-
ment of the team left a gap in both
players and experience for the next
years' team, the promising freshmen,
sophomores and juniors will easily
fill the gap and assure bulldog fans
of an even better season.
where can you go from the bottom but up?
we all need adjusting from time to time.
HH ffsasasa
'even if i were old enough, do you really think i could help the bulldogs pull it out of the fire?"
84—sports
high spirits provide encouragement to bulldogs
the remaining part of the 3-6 scor-
ing record for the bulldogs showed
butler fans and others that the bull-
dogs never quit, not until the last
horn sounds.
bulldog offense was not butler's
problem, they scored enough points,
but the defense had trouble holding
off their rivals offense.
on dads' day the bulldogs played
their most impressive game of the
season, the bulldogs showed their
dads and coach hinkle they could win
the last game and defeat valporaiso
who had a 6-1 record for the season,
the bulldogs won one more for tony.
on dad's day, students' enthusiasm rallies for hinkle's last football game.
'it's almost the end of the season and we still haven't got the pyramid down pat. 'i would really prefer a helmet!
sports—85
sportsmen all fore love—golfers and racketmen on
netman, lonnie wright, slams a backhand
shot in a practice match.
how did i ever get into this racket?
86
—sports
Hi
the upswing
butler golfers under the guidance
of coach jim hauss, swung their way
to the ice championship with a match
record of 13 wins and 2 losses for
the 1969 season, prospective
strength promised in the returning
golfers assures butler of more suc-
cess on the links in the future
seasons
led by sophomore letterman, mike
rearden, the 1969 tennis team fin-
ished with a record of eight wins and
four losses, pop hedden's racketmen
tied for second place in the inter-
collegiate conference.
the 1969 golf team are kneeling from left
to right: ron karn, carl march, terry curry,
standing left to right: Steve hardin, jim
anthony, greg hardin, jim hauss, coach.
with determination and skill, steve hardin
practices for a hole-in-one.
sports
—
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members of the 1969 cross country team are from left: h. van maaren, s. klein, m. dietz, j. gunn, s. Sloan, s. burdine, b. teckenbrock,
t. helberg, e. Williams, s. lyons, coach.
butler harriers making bare tracks for an afternoon of practice before a victory in the inter-collegiate conference.
3
—sports
hustling harriers jump gun to lead title race
now how did mother say that went—two bunny ears and then tie?
%9#«*9
encouraged and directed by coach
stan lyons, the 1969 butler harriers
pulled through with a near perfect
winning season, the team won three
and lost two of their dual meets, in
the earlham invitational meet, the
butler bulldogs streaked through,
placing third out of fifteen teams,
the harriers ended the season suc-
cessfully in the inter-collegiate con-
ference meet.
outstanding runners this year
were henry van maaren, jim gunn,
bob teckenbrock, and micky dietz.
'^-^'ir^ • -^^^feW '-'"^"" *iA'-"v-- &t™#K&> if we win i know they'll lake me.
sports
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bulldogs bounce back from four early losses
the last season in tony hinkle's
illustrious career at butler university
began on a disastrous note as the
bulldogs lost the first four of the sea-
son, the bulldogs first foursome of
illinois, ohio state, purdue, and
western kentucky, at one time or
another, before the hinkle cagemen,
were ranked in the top twenty major
college teams ranked in the nation,
but this did not stop the bulldogs as
they went on to record numerous up-
set victories without dropping two
games in a row in the last column.
sigma nil's banner boosts bulldogs in big battle against bengals of michigan state.
butler hoopmen use the courts for pre-game warm-up long before the crowds arrive.
steve norris sets up another successful
fade-away jump against isu.
is it the green hornet? batman? no! ta
da . . . it's bob schroeder.
90—sports

members of the 1969-70 basketball team are from left: norm
blomburg, joe pearson, dan nolan, steve norris, billy shepherd,
row 2: mike watson, pat fagan, dave bennett, floyd garrott, larry
radecki, jim ferfuson. row 3: tony hinkle, coach; John (swampy)
marsh, John seal, bog schroeder, bob dietz, asst. coach.
53'
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varsity basketball
opponent bu
Illinois 83 67
ohio state 112 89
purdue 100 64
western kentucky .... 96 61
idaho state 69 85
michigan state 60 81
toledo 74 73
murray state 69 72
pepperdine 85 92
michigan 105 65
ball state 82 88
indiana state 104 100
Valparaiso 80 95
wabash 71 88
evansville 88 94
depauw 90 89
st. Joseph 90 103
oral roberts 96 108
ball state 95 102
indiana state 93 91
wabash 91 106
Valparaiso 87 99
evansville 87 99
depauw 86 111
st. Joseph 79 77
notre dame 121 114
bennett "adds two" against idaho.
m
the fighting illini of Illinois had
little, but surprising, trouble with the
bulldogs as they were the first to
win in butler's four losses, 83-67.
sophomore, billy shepherd, in his
college debut led the way for butler
with 26 points.
the last of the bulldog's four
straight defeats came at the hands
of the western kentucky hilltops, as
all-american jim mcdaniels and com-
pany beat the bulldogs 96-61.
bulldog netmen hassel ice rivals
hinkle triumphs in final year
on the hardwood st. Joseph makes their point clear to John seal that they can ride over any team.
sports—93
butler quintet
tired dave bennett goes to the bench.
« -^ 13 13.
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"shrade" poses to receive the toss,
floyd garrott jumps for the rebound.
Mi^HBB
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clobbers favorites for victory
the second half of the season
proved to be more profitable than the
rough and rugged first half, butler
settled down after an atrocious begin-
ning and started to work together as
a team, they upset favorites idaho
state and michigan state, 85-69, and
81-60, respectively, the one point
loss to toledo at hinkle fieldhouse,
74-73, separated the two previous
wins from two victories over murray
state, 72-69, and a California team,
pepperdine, 92-85.
with six victories in the first eight
games, the bulldogs during that
stretch recorded a won-lost record of
3-1 in the ice for the 1969-70 season.
mr. carnegie from wfbm interviews torn warner, the new baseball coach.
billy threw it too far this time ... ... and so ends another season as the cagemen head for the showers.
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jean ann mccain sarah kinley linda honam
members of mortar board tap top seniors
sarah manson
each year the annual matrix table
banquet is highlighted with the tap-
ping of new members, old members
chant, "leadership, scholarship and
personality", which are the basic re-
quirements for membership.
this year marked the tapping of
sixteen new members among which
was faculty member, nancy moore.
co-sponsoring, with blue key, the
homecoming activities is the primary
project of mortar board.
student life—99
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marc rissman
blue key locks up knowledge and know how
BUTLER UNIVERSITY
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
STRICKLAND Lincoln-Mercury
besides a 2.75 grade average, blue
key members also need a sense of
leadership and service to the uni-
versity, the eighteen members are
selected from the outstanding junior
men by blue key men of the previous
year.
co-sponsoring the homecoming
festivities with mortar board and
conducting tours on high school day
are among this organizations many
functions.
randy lawson
c^.>w^
members of chimes are: ruth spencer, gin-
ny lombardo, susie dermis, b. j. ball, su-
sie jensen, debby westfall, jan dickerson,
susan adney, elaine ervington, susie cox
jacks, cindy edwards, phyllis mcgrew, ro-
berta souder, sara judd.
phyllis mcgrew cues-in the children that
she tutors with teaching aids.
"&'
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members of sphinx are: craig fenneman, Steve conkle, ollie smith, chuck ritz, John meyer, Jeff nealy, ted Williams, warren krebs, ryan
knight, bruce qualey, Charles chiesa.
junior scholars strive to serve the university
the junior girls and boys honor-
aries are respectively chimes and
sphinx, these service groups add to
butler's exciting campus life, chimes
have an annual money-making proj-
ect, selling lucious candy apples dur-
ing each home football game.
the sphinx also has an annual
event, the greased pole fight, which
was not too greasy this year, these
men annually honor our football and
cross-country athletes at a fall
banquet.
Charles chiesa tests out the mike at the
annual sphinx football banquet.
organizations
—
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spurs officers serving as hostesses at the spurs national convention held this year at
butler are from left: cherry martin, editor; cheryl judge, secretary; donna berkshire, presi-
dent; peggy luken, vice-president; sandy soucek, treasurer; sally coulson, historian.
scholastic endeavors are never too
great a challenge for the spurs, how-
ever, the blossoming of a successful
homecoming sale of their mums pro-
duces a thrill that teases the very
nerve endings of these academic
specialists.
the realization of a dream come
true characterizes the scholastic
standards of the butler utes.
members of utes are from left: gor-
don Shackelford, barry frahm, ronald
casey, paul chiseck, andy aleckson, dan
manson, bruce Stanford, jim dageford,
george yearsich, roger hendershot, Steve
summers, phil fitzsimmons, Stan phariss,
bill record, bruce mara, ken davis.
spurs are from left: row 1: susan hess,
susie coonrod, nancy zalud, christi John-
ston, carol weddle, nancy mclain, heather
hoogs, mrs. farber, sally coulson, kath
barnard, martha gooldy, sandy soucek,
paggy luken, sally detroy, donna berkshire.
row 2: cherry martin, jaci crapo, chris
kulessa, cara chell, patti denton, brenda
weddle, debby north, staley leird, sara
gilman, karen hileman, susie hopkins,
cindy pulver, betsy blodgett, cheryl judge.
104—organizations
the sophomores triumph by a refusal to fail
organizations—105
members of alpha lambda delta are from left: marilyn burger, kristie Johnston, sandy
soucek, susie coonrod, cheryl judge, row 2: jacque crapo, president; dace dendonis, barb
grosfelt, evelyn mcgee, Janice brickerstaff, nancy brown.
scholastic elite eligible for honorary laurels
scholastic excellence in freshman
women is awarded through selection
for membership in alpha lambda
delta, the not so easy task of having
a 3.5 accum at the close of first
semester is the main requirement.
freshman men who have arrived
on the upper crust of scholastic su-
periority are rewarded with member-
ship in phi eta sigma. in conjunction
with alpha lambda delta, they spon-
sor a gathering for prospective
members.
phi kappa phi is the gold star on
every upperclassman's chart, juniors
and seniors having displayed the
highest form of scholastic achieve-
ment are eligible for membership in
this group.
math club helps in furthering an
interest in numbers, the group, com-
bined of all those who hold an inter-
est in the dangling digits, is not
restricted to only math majors.
£4
members of phi eta sigma are: peter tam-
ulonis, bill groth, John ziegler, dave al-
ien, ken dainton, harold smith.
1 06—organizations
I
members of phi kappa phi are from left: david head, Joyce hor-
ner, becky mcclure, pam replogle, genia braun, mary flanigan,
John twenty, row 2: sally bunjd, pam flory, jane hunt, sue Saun-
ders, elizabeth brayton, ginny magley, carol oakley, barbara but-
ler, rob davis, glory June greiff, mary gushwa. row 3: ernie sharp,
judy hoch, enola knisley, randy lawson, jean ann mccain, carl
flaningam, paula flaningam, dave reed, dianne minneman, dave
dageforde.
"
:
members of math club are from left: betsy brush, gail Schneider, paula ringham, cindy
schamel, patty blake, susie Jensen, Joyce horner. row 2: marc rissman, mary beth snell-
enberger, brenda weddell, bill board, steve conkle, dr. lobb.
organizations
—
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members of theta Sigma phi, a woman's journalism honorary are:
row 1: nancy busse, jan dickerson, melanie priest, randee schatz,
Cornelia newbold. row 2: bonnie britten, sharry boad, susie Jensen,
pam walker, becky bunch, sharon leininger, yvonne derx. row 3:
mary ann klein, sarah arnet, susie powers.
zm&.
winners of the hub award were: jan dick-
erson, marilyn noil, phyllis mcgrew, susie
Jensen.
theta sigma phi, the women's
journalism honorary, is combined of
those interested in making a career
out of communication, this is usually
no problem for women but this par-
ticular group seeks mainly those
women interested in making a living
out of some aspect of the media.
at the annual matrix table ban-
quet, outstanding sophomore, junior,
and senior women are awarded the
hub, spoke, and wheel awards,
respectively.
sigma delta chi is composed of
a select group of budding young male
journalists, these men, in conjunc-
tion with theta sigma phi, sponsor
speakers to inform those interested
in what's new in the news.
members of sigma delta chi are: row 1:
kevin mcdowell, kent groshong, dan dul-
laghan, bruce nagy. row 2: fred bagg,
alan smith, jeff devins, bill booher.
journalism honoraries prepare to fill talk-gap
.
and who will the next lucky person be ??????
organizations—109
1 1 —organizations
the moments seem like hours as steve waiters and bill booher recall the past day.
bi-weekly tabloid conquers the daily doldrums
the membership of the collegian
attempt to activate a journalistic tra-
dition a longtime in coming to butler,
this tradition was too often stymied
by the conservative attitudes which
previously typified the mid-west.
this bi-weekly tabloid has, through-
out the year, maintained the most
respectable position on issues con-
cerning hours, academic freedom,
and other libertine ideals.
. '^
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kristie hill views an evenings toil. the leaders, jan teipen and Jeff devens, listen to the adivce of colonel barron.
organizations—1 1
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b-men members are: row 1: jerry wood-
folk, jim anthony, steve norris, bob shroe-
der, harold huffman. row 2: alien attaway,
dick reed, andy carson, dan crouch, mike
reardon, bob wallsman. row 3: bill ross,
mike caito, george yearsich, mark pruitt,
dave bennet, John seal, mike watson, pop
hedden.
b-men charge downfield for a bulldog
victory.
corny drift photographers get
112—organizations
atop the frightening heights of
atherton center, the drift camp
pitched its tent, approximately six-
teen what's??? strong, the staff at-
tempted to broadcast the year's pic-
torial happenings.
a fine "crop" of photographers,
headed by corney newbold, pro-
duced and directed the academy
award winning drift, from among
thousands of applicants, the drift
photographers are: ringo miler, bill
boyd, will newbold, sue wulffleff, erik
Johnson, and bob zeeb.
the star of our show is suzie
powers, editor-in-chief.
canned again
erik Johnson attempts his first self portrait.
tlliiia^ «-..-'
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corney newbold
head photographer
nancy busse
assistant editor
susie powers
editor-in-chief
susie jensen
business manager
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the better side of 1969-70 staff. ,

drift section heads serve staff and university
./^
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bill boyd
senior photographer
#~*'
nancy wheeler
sports editor
leslie bruner
student life editor
peg booher
academics editor
corny newbold
head photographer
till
missing:
pam nelson—senior editor
esther eisman—academics
editor
<>
members of phi mu alpha are from left: al hempt, kermit mann,
fred berman, bob lucas, terry mahler, paul labe. row 2: steve burk-
ett, gerry wiley, darrell morrison, randy hamilton, jim fronczek,
dr. colbert; dave fyfe, keith rudolph. row 3: bill hoehn, steve ru-
dolph, ray aspinwall, david Jones, phil darrell, Charles hasket,
tony raquci.
music honoraries achieve all-time high note
members of phi mu alpha, men's
music honorary, annually present a
music scholarship, their Christmas
season project is a trip to each hous-
ing unit to serenade the inmates with
tunes of the season.
adding a bright note to the music
department, are members of sai, a
professional fraternity for women
majoring in music, money-making
projects help them to finance the
sai foundation.
recitals and a music therapy proj-
ect are time-consumers for the fe-
males of mu phi epsilon. mu phi
epsilon is an honorary keyed for
women in music.
members of mu phi epsilon are from top:
Silvia dubois, Julie caudwell, debbie hat-
field, rebecca reiss, kyle latshaw, ida jo
gates, cindy edwards, susan leffel.
1 18—organizations
sai members are: row 1: jean mcdonald, sue mertz, marilyn nil-
cholson, sarah kinley, debe smith, row 2: carol king, donna sten-
cil, janice perry, pam flory, Cheryl harwood, leslie taylor, nancy
Wiseman, monica issacs, linda berry, diane mirian, marilyn mc-
bride.
sarah kinley is phi mu alpha 1969-70
sweetheart.
organizations—119
members of tau beta sigma are: row 1
betsy frucsella, jo ann garrison, rita stone
row 2: pat hague, kathy tomamichael, lin
da estes, becky reese. row 3: sherry zahn
glory June grieff, dee wayson, barb mas
coe. row 4: bobbie souder, patty brown
nancy brown, donna owen, susie hopkins
lilly honoraries further professional interests
the dedication and long practice
hours demanded of dance majors
leaves little time for butler social life,
sigma rho delta, the women's dance
honorary, takes advantage of any
leisure time with meetings, guest
teachers, lecturers, and choreog-
raphers.
when members of tau beta sigma
are not practicing a down field march
or an opening fanfare, they can be
found working on service projects for
the band such as distributing cokes
and apples at the football games.
band members pour-out their hearts at
bulldog football games.
120—organizations
dedication and long practice hours are a
must for any dance major.
members of sigma rho delta are from left: row 1: Judy Jacob, mer-
rill emerson, jane walker, row 2: sandy scheidegg, evelyn mcgee,
jody welsh, jo ann garrison, janet lathrop, dace dindonis, faye
brown.
organizations
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_lambda kappa sigma, the women's
pharmacy honorary, set aside their
test tubes to conduct a little weight
watching, within the department,
guesses were made of professors
weights, and then converted into
grams, prizes were awarded.
phi delta chi held its annual sweet-
heart dance on valentines day. this
men's pharmacy fraternity also exe-
cutes a drug abuse program in ad-
dition to posing for drift photog-
raphers.
pharmacy fiends meet during test tube breaks
members of lambda kappa sigma are: row 1: sue boling, Shirley
hannon, alice states, librarian, linda batler, louise kennedy, kathy
higgins. row 2: beth lorenzen, sonya smith, terri shumaker, carol
bowers, ginny magley, karen geilser, caoonie boesche, gail webb.
122—organizations
members of phi delta chi are: row 1: rick marrs (corr. sec),
steve cummings (v. p.), ken ramey (pres.), larry judd, bob wals-
man (rec. sec), row 2: larry smith, steve ariens, jerry frederick,
torn miller, dr. doerr (advisor), row 3: arnheim cumbee, georgie
lewis, dennis hunsberger, mike roland. row 4: larry stales, bill
fritz, rick mckeehan. row 5: ramsey cook, george long, gilbert
sauiller. row 6: dave lubchansky, kent kerkoff, jim chaplain, row
7: paul rhodes, jerry swartz, alan powell, russ mathis. row 8:
bruce buren, John smego, don russel.
organizations—123
below: george buskirk presides over
1969-70 yd. above, andy Jacobs expresses concern to yd listeners.
right: andy Jacobs stands up for demo-
cratic ideals.
members of young republicans are: alice
colbert. row 2: ruth spencer, chris klein-
schmidt. row 3: susan allardice, julie har-
gott, susan wirthwein, allyson herrmayer.
row 4: Janet mckown, dan holloran, ken
bradley, dave hein.
yd-yr de-escalate hostilities during off-season
yd rousted loyal democrats from
every crevice of the campus where
they sought refuge after last year's
elections, this year was highlighted
by a visit from andy Jacob.
micheal organ, mid west vice
chairman of college young republi-
cans spoke to the butler organization
in October, nixon also shook hands
of yr members when he made his
indianapolis pit stop in January.
nixon finds himself leaving on a jet plane . . . will he be back again in '72?
organizations—125
members of the ym-ywca cabinets are from left: frank smith, pam
replogle, mark hern, barb goff, becky vance, marsha haida, jean
ann mccain, elaine ervington, genia braun, bill booher, betsy
srader, steve summers, ryan knight, jody neff, barb mascoe, dr.
pihlak, larry lewis, ted lowry, bruce qually, jan ewing, sharon
leninger, John meyer.
old age avoided through surge of new ideas;
ym-ywca orphans Christmas
ym-ywca are: row 1: Christy alien, coral baudendistel, nancy wheeler, ted low-
ry, bruce qualey, ryan knight, frank smith, row 2: jean ann mccain, donna franz, becky
vance, phyllis mcgrew, marcia haida, margey wade, row 3: barb goff, sandi moore, pam
nelson, mary young, jody neff, karen hileman, barb mascoe, kay timmermeister, dr.
pihlack. row 4: peg booher, lynda wilson, jan dickerson, eddie brooks, linda estes, betsy
shrader, elaine ervington, maryann keeney. row 5: pam replogle, jean ellen mcvey, jan
ewing, genia braun, sharon leinger. row 6: larry lewis, John meyer, steve summers, mark
hearn, bill booher.
126—organizations
marking eighty-three years of ser-
vice to the butler campus and
indianapolis community, the ym-
ywca's 962 members and advisor,
dr. John pihlak, budgeted a self-
supported; operational treasury, dr.
pihlak completed his 20th and final
year of sponsoring the collegiate
group.
the annual spring sing and geneva
stunts, along with the morning
chapel services are sponsored by the
ym-ywca.
the association of women stu-
dents introduced a junior and senior
board where each housing unit is
represented on the junior board.
the miss butler pageant and also
the freshman skits at the beginning
of the year are sponsored by aws.
a new activity this year is holding a
lecture and exchange dinner with the
various housing units.
y's 83rd ends
active aws officers are left to right: randee shatz, pam walker, phyllis mcgrew, chris carl-
son, jan dickerson.
members of house council are from left: chris morrow, maty ann ridpath, pam walker, kitty span, dean lewis, fill hedge, betsy blodgett,
and martha gooldy.
I
ifc delegates meet for a big rush pow-wow to make the rules. torn elrod, presides over 1969-70 inter-fraternity council.
members of ifc are: row 1: bruce qualey, phi delta theta, (sec);
warren krebs, delt; brian dagenbach, phi kap; mark hearn, lamb-
da chi: row 2: herbert f. schwomeyer, faculty advisor; larry lewis,
teke (treas.); peter g. tamulonis, phi psi; rich vitale, kappa sig;
richard kurth, sigma nu; thomas elrod, sig, (pres.).
V
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panhellenic members are: dean lewis, lynn haglund, carol king, betty jo ball, jean doenges, jean ann mccain, Jennifer meals, genia braun.
panhellenic paints ymca for* service project
ifc, interfraternity council, is
formed from representatives from
each fraternity, their primary func-
tion is to referee a fair formal fall
fraternity rush.
panhellenic is the sorority version
of ifc. in addition to rush regulations,
panhel sponsors a week in the spring
with exchange dinners and a com-
munity service project, painting the
ymca.
panhellenic member mixes us some paint for pan-hel week service project.
organizations
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members of wra advisory board are from left: jan dickerson, gail sperry, sandy moore,
stevie waiters, paula haymond. row 2: leslie dale, jane mead, susan woodfill, patty blake.
competition, cooperation among housing units
linda sandquist slides home for another alpha phi kickball victory.
the women's recreational associa-
tion, wra, headed this year by jane
mead, president, and susan woodfill,
vice-president, organizes all inter-
mural sports for women, annually
the club holds a high school play
day. as the school year ends, wra
holds an athletic banquet to honor
the winning teams in each of the
sports sponsored throughout the
year.
:*-i^
members of wra sports council are clock-
wise: rita pickard, karen hileman, betty
jo ball, susan woodfill, leslie bruner, lin-
da savage, sandy moore, cindy green,
debbie Johnson, peg booher, debbie todd.
members of weiwyn club are: seated: susan white, lynda wilson bie Joseph, laura yvengert, miss wohler (sponsor), peg skelton,
(sec), donna patty (v.p.), barb goff (pres.), debbie berg (treas.), betsy blodgett, merrilee backderf, mitsy niemeyer, diane crayv-
barb gilbert, susan gertner, pam matthis. standing: leslie bishop, raft, shannon salbach, arlene Johnson,
marilyn pietrusinski, mrs. porter (sponsor), christi anderson, deb-
132—organizations
pemm club and delta psi kappa
are for women majoring in physical
education, the latter is an honorary
for top female athletes.
welwyn club and pi epsilon phi are
home ec organizations, pi epsilon phi
imports speakers to improve their
knowledge of the field, welwyn club
supplied a needy family with thanks-
giving dinner.
members of delta psi kappa are: marilyn boyer, susan woodfill, carolyn coplan, jane
meade, mrs. greenburg, leslie dale.
coeds cavort in kitchen and on athletic field
members of pemm club are: row 1: coral baundestel, christi alien,
donna owen, candy poore. row 2: mary ann ridpath, jonel tsaros,
sue carrison. row 3: miss mccampbell, leslie dale, susan wood-
fill, jane mead, marilyn boyer.
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student assembly pools funds; gets cue from
(pres.), jane titus, diane vavul, dan siegel, gail sperry. row 3:
*fh\ke key, kris kleinschmidt, cathy poteet, te'rri- cloth, - mary! \ .
;
'
kathy huser, chris andersori, John guthrie, ken davis, sandi
pleiss, barb cochran, pam walker, patti worrell; skip rudzinski fouck, skip armstead. •• ^»^.-v§
(v.p.). sandy worthington (treas.). row 2: craig feriheman '"'• t^^^^V^t/^^^Vr^''--
in assembly members are: row 1: bernie fatino (sec),
r i
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student assembly pushed forward
with leaps and bounds this year
under the watchful eye of president,
craig fenneman. the assembly-spon-
sored spring week-end brought coeds
and hunks alike out of seclusion for
this excitement-filled event.
seeking the well-rounded individ-
ual, circle k is responsible for various
projects throughout the year, these
service projects are generally con-
nected with homecoming and the
ymca.
the society for the advancement
of management is designed with the
business major in mind, this group
provides speakers throughout the
year to explain to members what in-
novations have been made for the
advancement and welfare of
business.
7
members of sam are from left: ron edwards, Steve petty, dan kleinman, dr. swanson, lee
parker, president; alfred newman. row 2: mark hearn, henri puosardian, mike kane, Jeff
pollack, howard alden.
members of circle k are from left: steve norris, curt thompson,
president; jack hittle, frank celarek, thomas p. rhoades, advisor,
row 2: don yeoman, wade shanower, greg dewitt, bill booher,
rick fields, russ corson. row 3: rick dierolf, jack schulte, gordon
shakelford, wayne pickering, dan dullaghan, calvin murphy.
^™
members of sigma tau delta are: row 1:
sarah manson, elizabeth brayton, betty jo
ball, susan werner, dr. beyer. row 2: jeff
devens, jody neff, Judy utter, dave head,
jack hittle, pam repogle, rosanne snyder,
chris carlson, diane vavul.
debate club members are: row 1: karen sandstrom, dr. cripe, gin-
ny lombardo, rhonda isaacson. row 2: Steve calhoun, todd neil-
son, marti wallenstein, skip armstead, torn sughrue, dave san-
ford, peter tamulonis, John swanson.
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campus-reknowned authors are
published biannualy in butler's liter-
ary magazine, manuscripts, mem-
bers of the freshmen staff are se-
lected or unvoluntarily volunteered
from english classes, senior staff
members are ardent, true-blue lit
overs, together they churn out some
really heavy stuff.
sigma tau delta is an honorary for
honorable english majors and minors
(i.e. the smart ones), discussions
and guest speakers are part of their
intellectual musings, butler uni-
versity undebatably has a fan-
tastic debate team, at the helm is dr.
rice, who coaches magic mouths to
win firsts, seconds, and thirds, but
mostly firsts!
bulldog debaters are not out-spoken; still on top
m.s.s. staff members are: row 1: mary orders, Sharon shuckers,
p. j. wochjamie phillippee. row 2: owen field, carrie trinka, sunny
shubert, karen goodballet. row 3: dave rich, deborah black, colleen
menomee. row 4: coral baudendistel, gussie ogden, cydney pull-
man, bob wolf, row 5: betty jo ball, david alien, dave head, cheryl
judge, jody neff, diane vavul, glory-june greiff.
sea and history club dine on food for thought
Pfiy
members of history club are from left: nancy brown, linda mullis,
janet Campbell, mirium orelup, susan kinne, nancy Johnson, cathy
scheidt. row 2: susan gutherie, debbie klein, patricia webster, deb-
orah guidone, richard phelps, owen field, william murphy, michael
asher, jaque crapo. row 3: sharon leininger, debby wiles, linda
cook, cara chell, anne speicher, ginny lombardo, president; lin-
da hammer, barry youmano, steve jones, barbara hoffmann, genia
braun. row 4: bob meril, david alien, steve secrest, mimi austin,
John cleaves, jack serafin, torn brane, doug king.
the student education association
attracts those students interested in
furthering their education through
teaching others, the group's main re-
quirement is a sincere interest in
teaching, an exchange of ideas be-
tween seasoned teachers and the
greenhorns furthers insight on both
their parts, sea also sponsors sea-
sonal projects such as a Christmas
party for the underprivileged chil-
dren of the indianapolis area as well
as a year-round project of tutoring.
history club prepares prospective
historians for the future while study-
ing the past, discussions by noted
historians highlight this group's ac-
tivities, new ideas and concepts de-
veloped within the past few years are
also brought up and considered by
the members during these discus-
sions and are presented to the
speaker for his comments.
1 38
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roxy lindberg finds tutoring good preparation for her career.
kathy kolb puts in long hard hours to be
a teacher.
I
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sea officers are: lynn consigny, sec; jan
dickerson, treas.; Janet mckowan, mem-
bership; susie Jensen, v. p.
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in its twenty-first year of broad-
casting, wajc has become the third
most powerful station in the india-
napolis area, with all its 35,000
watts, it puts forth much fm listen-
ing enjoyment for the area.
working at 104.5 is a type of lab
for the radio and television majors,
the station meets all the regulations
established by federal law and thus
provides on-the-job training for those
who hope to make a career in the
broadcasting field.
students direct and produce
"radio-thon" at homecoming, this 48
hour talk-vigil gives would-be broad-
casters much experience not to men-
tion much pain in the old larynx.
selection of angel flight members
always captivates the attention of the
men of rote, candy cox captured their
hearts not to mention the camera
lens this year as she was selected
rote calendar beauty.
ft
;
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torn elrod whips off a promo in a c-club broadcast.
magic wajc marks 21st year of broadcasting
members of the wajc crew are from left: glory June grieff, bill
hazen, rick levine, craig miller, torn elrod, melanie priest, paul
scheuring, bruce nagy, steve carroll, roger lindberg. row 2: torn
spencer, cornelia newbold, mike rizk, kent groshong, mike rabi-
nowitz, laura huber, becky bunch, marsha plonck, dean landsman,
sara gilman, peter mago, bob dunkle, chuck morse, chris peter-
son, lynn howell, steve hammill, don darko, steve schiffman,
george lenz. row 3: mr. phillippe, mrs. harper, cindy kennick,
dan scanlan, bob hatter, rob bromley, dana webb, ray white, larry
loomis, Joshua litman, steve alexander, dave smith, gary havens,
jerry rothhauser, lloyd matzner, dean Stevens, Charles graft,
rick cummings.
JP§e^!?r*7-
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vince mulford and fred bagg hup two
three four it.
captain doyle doles-out pledge ribbons for
peggy luken.
organizations
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members of rote are from left: m. Williams, j. hardesty, g. robin-
son, t. murphy, j. shering, r. lucca. row 2: m. becker, b. vander-
weele, f. smithsom, f. jedrzekczyk, m. hoffman. row 3: p. kaplan,
commander; j. wesley, r. vogles, w. sturdevant, d. collins, f.
bagg. row 4: w. pickering, d. wadyka, b. webber, c. fischer, n.
barrett, s. baker, d. mueller. row 5: w. legrand, j. meyer, m.
aronson, a. harrop, c. chiesa, a. kirn, t. tobin, h. pousardien.
fred bagg does his famous interpretation
of butler's enthusiasm.
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for "on the job" training, rote
members visit grisome air force base
on a semi regular basis, they are also
responsible for the flag raising cere-
monies at home football games, the
arnold air society, a subdivision of
rote, is especially active during orien-
tation week giving tours and dis-
tributing much needed information.
the butler angels send packages to
our men in viet nam at Christmas and
are responsible to rote, this respon-
sibility includes help with the aero-
space ball and raising money to sup-
port this function through the home-
coming balloon sale and numerous
bake sales.
angel flight pledges are from left: peggy luken, nanni hoogs, treasurer; jill yates, kristie
Johnston, chris Jones, ann weber, marilyn burger, row 2: becky dyer, president; donna
berkshire, sandy soucek, susie coonrod, susan hopkins, suzie dennis, debby jones. row
3: kathy kilbern, candie cox, cindy edwards, chaplain; sandi moore, nora kariolich, terri
schumaker, patti worrell.
cherubs and angels hover around rote men
active members of angel flight are from left: kitzi haycox, pledge trainer; genia braun,
operations; susie Jensen, executive; major doyle, advisor; marcy verbryck, commander;
jan ewing, administrative; mary young, comptroller; phyllis megrew, information, row 2:
lynn haglund, elaine moore, jean tilney, Sharon leininger, linda hammer, cathy runge,
jan Williams, jan dickerson, lynda wilson.
organizations
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Ihaving an intellectual discussion are: theresa dahl, susan Jensen, kathy Stewart, skip armistead.
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who's who members are: kathy magiera, bill booher, barb cochran, louise kennedy, linda savage, susan saunders, Virginia lombardo,
nancy cahill.
super butler students published in who's who
some people just have it, and
who's who members rate in this
category, these butler students are
published in who's who among stu-
dents in american universities and
colleges, activities and scholarship
qualify these 1969-70 members to
the who's who rank: charles armi-
stead, laurel barile, elaine bauer,
bill booher, donald brown, nancy ca-
hill, chris carlson, barb cochran,
dave dageforde, theresa dahl, robert
davis, Jeff devins, jan dickerson,
cindy edwards, mary gushwa, Joyce
horner, susan jensen, larry judd,
louise kennedy, sarah kinley, enole
knisley, Virginia lombardo, jean ann
mccain, kathy magiera, Virginia mag-
ley, barb mascoe, jane mead, mari-
lyn noil, carol oakley, pam repogle,
susan saunders, linda savage, debe
smith, kathy Stewart, mark Williams,
sandra worthington.
top: birds of a feather flock together: deb-
bie smith, cindy edwards, Joyce horner,
jane meade, sandy worthington, carol
oakley.
right: up in the air over their new titles
are: bob davis, jean ann mccain, and
barb mascoe.
organizations—145
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alpha chis land fall festival first in originality
well, there's
what do you
seedy about those alpha chis', right ginny?
that we are using bides this year?
though they might be tempted
just to sit down on their spacious
front deck and watch the butler world
pass by, the women of the golden
lyre of alpha chi omega assume their
share of service and campus activi-
ties.
high on their list of service proj-
ects are making toys for the young-
sters at the crossroads rehabilitation
center and for the settlement house,
in cooperation with the men of tau
kappa epsilon they also gave a merry
Christmas party for a group of eager
orphans.
they were given first honors for
originality in the fall festival booths,
were second in the 1969 spring sing,
second in homecoming house decs,
and second from the top in pushmo-
bile competition, candy poore and
vickie truax were cheerleaders, dee
watson was voted tke favorite, and
chris carlson served as president of
a.w.s. sarah jo thompson ably leads
the alpha chis.
V 1
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the women of alpha chi omega are: 1.
genia braun 2. sue tjomsland 3. marilyn
motsch 4. susie coonrod 5. rennie mor-
ris 6. sally esmond 7. barb stricklan 8.
candy schamel 9. peggy luken 10. peg
skelton 11. debbie guidone 12. betty
Williams 13. carol gunn 14. kathy kolb
15. becky dyer 16. eleanora medve 17.
connie beisler 18. sue mcconnell 19. deb-
bie westfall 20. vicki truax 21. mary ann
ridpath 22. barb pickett 23. Judy orme
24. candee poore 25. valetta kammer 26.
linda hammer 27. phyllis mcgrew 28. barb
butler 29. nancy Johnson 30. kathie himes
31. janet Campbell 32. nancy brown 33.
ginny lombardo 34. sara gilman 35. Jill
walker 36. nancy brown 37. Joanne drago-
vich 38. linda tarrar 39. patty brown 40.
becky redmond 41. kathy wise 42. ellen
roessing 43. chris king 44. cara chell 45.
pam hulett 46. pat picket 47. rhonda isar-
son 48. linda savage 49. chris Carlson 50.
pam nelson 51. sarah jo thompson 52.
mom cordry, alpha chi housemother 53.
cathy runge 54. sharon leininger 55. jan
ewing
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penny sings in a skit for phi fathers,
excitement mounts as sue awaits start.
phis fetch top
wra awards;
stand second
in scholarship
butler students have learned never
to turn a back on an alpha phi or
she'll quietly walk away with the hon-
ors.
this year the girls on blue ridge
won the spring sing, freshman skits
of a.w.s., all sports trophy, w.r.a. in-
dividual service award and were sec-
ond in scholarship, peni sori was
miss watermelon bust; gail mulay was
most bewitching witch and cindy ed-
wards was miss butler, donna aust-
gen headed the half-time honeys and
six were named to the collegiate
who's who.
among their philanthropic projects
are toys for christamore aid society,
the heart fund and the mentally re-
tarded.
Joyce horner is the president.
150—housing
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the women of alpha phi are: 1. karen hile-
man 2. linda estes 3. kitzi haycox 4. lau-
ren wood 5. donna austgen 6. Joyce hor-
ner 7. carol oakley 8. gail mulay 9. betsy
blodgett 10. debbie todd 11. peni sori 12.
penny masouris 13. Judy colbath 14. su-
sie mc clean 15. sue franklin 16. paula
stump 17. donna stencil 18. jane meade
19. mrs. stillwagon, housemother 20. jann
offutt 21. susan woodfill 22. thea coulis
23. nancy neagle 24. Jamie hanna 25.
darla grimes 26. randee schatz 27. carla
koontz 28. jodee mansfield 29. becky
norman 30. Judy harvey 31. cathy lejon-
stein 32. mary snellenberger 33. bev
hamilton 34. jacque crapo 35. sandy
worthington 36. betty jo ball 37. kath bar-
nard 38. jan ruff 39. debby miller 40. Ju-
dy morgan 41. karen morgan.
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"good morning starshine, the earth says
hello"
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tri delts dance their way to top in marathon
you are going to dress warmly in cold weather if we have to dress you ourselves.
from their english tudor manse on
sorority row, the women of delta delta
delta continue to uphold their tradi-
tion of honors and service.
among honors that came their way
were the naming of carol opderbecke
to be phi kappa theta sweetheart; pat
layton, tke sweetheart and karen
stratton, who reigned as phi 100
queen, as a group they won the wajc
dancer marathon, phi delta theta pit
crew award and second slot in the
tke freak week campaign.
the tri delts are also active mem-
bers of angel flight, marching band,
y.w.c.a. cabinet, co//eg/an staff, and
the symphonic band.
with its unusual symbolism of
pansy, pine and pearl, the greek
group held one of its most famed na-
tionwide activities, pansy breakfast
in honor of all the engaged senior
women.
house president is barbara mas-
coe.
the women of delta delta delta are: 1.
anne speicher 2. karen petri 3. kathy ward
4. connie sturgeon 5. patricia webster 6.
linda batler 7. Julia strain 8. susan hop-
kins 9. carmen connors 10. linda stephany
11. pat layton 12. jody mosel 13. lilian
lang, housemother 14. barbara mascoe 15.
susan kinne 16. sarah manson 17. cindy
beagle 18. bonnie newman 19. gail
Schneider 20. karen bridges 21. alice can-
field 22. dianna abel 23. carol opderbecke
24. jane hamilton 25. maryann clodfelter
26. mandy needham 27. linda cooke 28
nancy canhill 29. Jennifer meals 30. don
na peiffer 31. martha fuller 32. mimi ore
lup 33. cindy green 34. becky bunch 35
jean tilney 36. marilyn pietrusinski 39
kay timmermester 40. cindi cooper 41
fran ackerman 42. p. j. haymon.
connie sturgeon and julia stain take a quick study break to talk with sisters.
housing—153
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dg's anchor merit, pledge scholarship trophies
dennis lawton thinks the dg pledges know how to throw great parties . . . that ginger ale
certainly looks authentic!
delta gamma's participation in
campus hi-jinx and community ser-
vice continues to make them high on
anybody's list.
among their new achievements
were serving as aides to the indiana
school for the blind, one of their
pleasant tasks was to serve as host-
esses for a Christmas party there,
they also were instrumental in estab-
lishing a new dg chapter at ball state
university.
honors were brought to the house
when karen dumm was made sigma
nu sweetheart; georgia pearson was
listed as second runner-up in the
homecoming court; and jean ann mc-
cain was elected president of both
panhellenic and the y.w.c.a.
under president laurette blackin-
ton members of the house won top
honors in the trik-la-tron and third
in homecoming house decs.
the women of delta gamma are: 1. sherry
graham 2. marsha haita 3. joan rogliano
4. laurel barile 5. laurette blackinton 6.
georgia pearson 7. shannon salbach 8.
cindy schaal 9. naomi ryan 10. debbie Jo-
seph 11. hannah 12. chris grey 13. Chris
deitz 14. marilee backderf 15. leslie van
koughnett 16. kristie Johnston 17. dana
hardwick 18. marni fatout 19. Jill hedge
20. carol weddle 21. patty shute 22. cheryl
herman 23. chris wittman 24. sue marling
25. wanda case 26. noni hoggs 27. sue
glatz 28. liz devine 29. debbie denton 30.
diana farmer 31. dana deich 32. kathy
rempe 33. linda bierk 34. elaine ervington
35. Christie anderson 36. jill yates 37.
kathy locke 38. susie white 39. elaine
moore 40. lynn mcmahon 41. sallie thomp-
son 42. barb grosfelt 43. peggy mivec 44.
kathy nardini 45. mary swindler 46. debbie
law 47. jill dole 48. margory wade 49. su-
sie cowan 50. karen dumm.
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i don't want any backtalk! dg's will never
be considered fifth wheels!
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theta's celebrate centennial;
capture first in house decs
marge berry has real "go power" as she
peddles around the trik-la-tron track!
with the advent of kappa alpha
theta's centennial year, butler's gam-
ma chapter accentuated the varied
activities which have long been the
basis of the chapter's campus stand-
ing.
they won first place in the home-
coming decs contest, other decora-
tive assets were Jill jackson, miss in-
diana 1969, mary young, rote mili-
tary ball queen and diane fountain,
who was both drift beauty queen and
sigma chi sweetheart.
continuing to support the ideals
of the national theta founders award,
still in their possession, the sisters
assisted orphans and welfare fami-
lies at Christmas, supported a mental
health patient and subsidized a child
in viet nam. thetas claimed the sig-
ma chi trophy and won the goodwill
drive.
melanie priest is president.
carolyn person and cathy grimes prove that the heart is where the studies are!
1 *m
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the women of kappa alpha theta are: 1.
susan seay 2. paula wocherfeng 3. chris
jaeger 4. mary dowd 5. patty ferrucci 6.
bambi bignall 7. cathy stout 8. susie wuf-
fleff 9. missy hamp 10. Jamie phillippe
11. suzanne James 12. ann rabins 13
Sharon schuckers 14. jenni greaf 15. su
sie webber 16. susie lee 17. carolyn per
son 18. cathy grimes 19. patty abbitt 20
debbie coons 21. Sharon mc kinstray 22
nancy wheeler 23. shari wolthausen 24
sandy soucek 25. kathy maschmeyer 26
pam walker 27. debbie davis 28. Judy
jeffreis 29. marge berry 30. marni terry
31. ann webber 32. fran carrol 33. mrs.
plew 34. jean chouquette 35. martha gool-
dy 36. cherri meyer 37. cathy james 38.
jean fulton 39. peg booher 40. melanie
priest 41. vicki grieves 42. melanie haw-
kins 43. nancy busse 44. stevie waiters
45. jan tegarden 46. leslie bruner 47.
chris sturm 48. diane fountain 49. bobbi
lambracht 50. marcia lawrence 51. sally
grimsley 52. wendy schaubel 53. sandy
moore 54. debbie mcintire 55. lynda Wil-
son 56. susie powers.
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the women of kappa kappa gamma are:
1. barb goff 2. susie adney 3. vicki rar-
din 4. debbie berg 5. cathy schnelle 6.
susie allardice 7. chris lake 8. cheryl
young 9. Janet Williams 10. Cindy sted-
feld 11. gaye meyer 12. becky pearce 13.
carolyn landis 14. jody neff 15. debbie
matthey 16. cindy cotton 17. donna berk-
shire 18. jean mcdonald 19. mrs. wilhoyte,
house director 20. pam replogle 21. jean
ellen mc vey 22. sally detroy 23. Janet
kaiser 24. emily cox 25. mary barnet 26.
pat foarty 27. allyson smith 28. cherry
martin 29. sally butler 30. mgr. merry-go
round 31. linda brediger 32. chris mau
terer 33. chris kleinschmidt 34. martha
kolb 35. susan wirthwein 36. kathy ma
geria 37. debbie Johnson 38. marylou
burgett 39. kathy strykul 40. debbie hens
ler 41. nancy cranfill 42. barb gilbert 43
Christie kirst 44. carol king 45. judy bar
nard 46. jan dickerson 47. kelli curran 48.
carolyn stewart 49. ruth spencer 50. alice
Colbert 51. janet mc kown 52. Janet far
rar 53. Julie hargitt 54. Janice barnes 55
nancy zalud.
"the race is southward, gaye meyer
158—housing
the kappas confidently continued
their formula of two parts work and
two parts fun as they made this year
memorable in activities, service and
scholarship, under the guidance of
president mary lou burgett, the mu
chapter did a repeat in the top award
category in geneva stunts and schol-
arship.
its members are active in young
republicans, y.w.c.a., w.r.a., a.w.s.,
and s.e.a they are also represented in
coveted honoraries: spurs, chimes,
mortar board and phi kappa phi. don-
na berkshire resident of the "kappa
convent" is spurs president, hub
award winners are Janet dickerson
and marilyn noil.
in addition to their whirlwind par-
ticipation in extra-curriculars and
academics, kappas have taken an ac-
tive role in various service projects,
recently they began sponsoring an
argentine orphan, prompted by the
experiences of several members who
do part-time teaching in the india-
napolis inner city schools, kappa
women have taken a hand in provid-
ing recreation for displaced appa-
lachian children and tutoring stu-
dents at some elementary schools,
their work and fun are scrambled.
what manners, what class . . . what? that
couldn't be kathy Stewart at the lambda
chi pie eating contest!
kappa's repeat geneva stunts,
scholarship first place awards
it isn't the far east, it's the kappa pledge dance, and nancy mcclain and her escort, mark
moore, enjoy "pharoah's fling!"
honey mason and jody neff decorate for the Christmas dance
T>*k $&*?i
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pi phis lure butler males to
claim campus sweetheart pins
under the direction of president
patty wright, the pi phi's scored
nicely in homecoming activities, be-
ginning with a victorious entry in the
pushmobile race and climaxed with
the crowning of lynn haglund as
homecoming queen.
candy cox was named sigma chi
favorite; becky ryan, kappa sig dream
girl; and kathy kilburn and lynn hag-
lund, state sweethearts of kappa sig-
ma and delta tau delta, respectively,
arrow-wearer nancy wright was nam-
ed outstanding panhellenic woman
for marion county and national chap-
ter service award winner.
pi phi's also stress philanthropic
activities through their support of a
mountain settlement school and
through their sponsorship of an in-
dian orphan.
the pi phi's are obviously a strong chap-
ter.
.and then she said to me, 'joey. having placed second in spring sing, their performance
could be described as matchless.
the women of pi beta phi are: 1. candy
cox 2. susan dale 3. chris peterson 4.
pam wilhelm 5. libby lybrook 6. becky gra-
ham 7. ellisa high 8. annie bossung 9. su-
san dale 10. susie riley 11. mary lynn
smith 12. margo stults 13. kathy kilburn
14. chris morrow 15. tracy miller 16. nora
kariolich 17. pat gaydosh 18. beth rey-
nolds 19. mary karen brewer 20. tina
Jones 21. pam powell 22. susan dressel
23. donna martin 24. lynn haglund 25.
karen muir 26. mary kelly 27. Claudia
kasberg 28. anita beran 29. susan brown
30. becky ryan 31. leslie ten eyck 32.
patty o'bryant 33. joann seghetti 34. les-
lie dale 35. patty wright 36. jan bryant
37. linda honan 38. becky reiss 39. sally
heppner 40. Judy utter 41. mike key 42.
tricia chance 43. barbette goetsch 44.
carol taylor 45. sandy page 46. nan hepp-
ner 47. jody habiq.
anita prepares for the Christmas dance.
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trianon celebrates special fortieth anniversary
jane titus holds on while patti worrell helpfully "unmesses those lovely tresses.'
forty years on butler's campus with
the same house mother should be
some kind of record, trianon sorority,
butler's only non-greek social sorori-
ty, celebrates a special anniversary
this year with mrs. margaret means,
she is an honorary member who help-
ed establish the national organization
in 1929. that same year trianon came
to butler.
trianon members participate in
many campus activities, their first
year teamed with a.i.s in womens
i.m. kickball resulted in second place
honors, they also boast the outstand-
ing sophomore woman in journalism,
bonnie britton, the outstanding chem-
istry student, ardith hieber, and the
president of the french club, le cer-
cle francaise, elizabeth brayton. five
members are active on student as-
sembly.
a newly-redecorated room in ather-
ton center serves as home away from
home for the fourteen actives and
four pledges, president this year is
barbara worrell.
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his y^r's president, barbara worrell, is happily celebratinger fortieth year as housemother for the women of trianon.
the women of trianon enjoy the relaxed
family atmosphere of the room.
the women of trianon are: 1. jane titus 2.
marilyn burger 3. patti worrell 4. barb
worrell 5. bonnie britton 6. ardith hieber
7. cathy poteet 8. connie boesche 9. di-
anne de coito 10. susan birtwhitle 11, lin-
da miller 12. becky zerfas 13. sandi fouke
14. cindy multey 15. mrs. karl means,
housemother 16. charlotte lampmire.
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above, robertson girls exhibit their inde-
pendence in their geneva stunts skit, led
by fran kleinfield, the girls question wo-
men's hours at butler, below, the women,
in the Christmas spirit, of robertson hall
are from left: katye fordeck, karen rueffer,
debbe ross, mary ellen mithoefer, katie
hickok.
"hours" theme
wins second
for robertson
once, robertson hall was a chapel,
now it's a swinging housing unit for
upperclass women.
those it houses are not just run-
of-the mill gals either, many of them
are drama and dance majors, but
they touch base in other fields of
specialization, too!
in the extracurricular area, robert-
son's raiders took to the gridiron to
face ross hall and several fraternity
teams, others work at park avenue
neighborhood center and tutor chil-
dren in several disadvantaged areas,
sunday dinners in the french cafe
are a regular feature.
mary ellen mithoefer is president.
164
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the women of robertson hall surrounding
a fatherly tony hinkle are: row 1: melinda
luckey, chris kulesa, ann prichard, phyllis
crandell, row 2: marsha mccully, sue hess,
fran kleinfield, nadine kolakoski, reda ru-
dolph, row 3: pat conley, leslie bishop, sue
carrison, louise kennedy, rhea gentry, and
kathy zook.
below, the women of robertson hall are:
seated: penny connerley, kneeling: leslie
hurd, terry cornuelle, evelyn mcgee, diane
marion, standing: barbara hoffman, Con-
nie boesche,
strom.
sarah friend, karen sand-
SP £T
the women of schwitzer hall are from the left: kneeling: sue leffel,
karen markoski, sue bennett, chris gray, marie emerson, sue deer,
standing: cynthia ridings, elaine mooney, karen auble, bonnie
mc cleod, becky Johnson, Stephanie davis, jan teipen in the tree:
tammy guillebeaux, libby legg.
schwttzer houses fop coed; trik-la-tron queen
more than four hundred women
reside in schwitzer hall, butler's
largest womens' housing unit pro-
vides its share of campus leaders,
dormitory president bernie fantino
also serves as secretary of student
assembly, president of mu phi epsi-
lon music honorary is boarder sue
leffel, and jan teipen is collegian
editor and president of theta sigma
phi journalism honorary.
opportunities for campus recogni-
tion of schwitzer beauties were pro-
vided by the delts when ruth Stevens
reigned as trik-la-tron queen, and by
angel flights' top ten coeds contest
in which resident wendy li was se-
lected butler's best dressed coed,
the independents united for a great
skit in geneva stunts.
schwitzer's ruth Stevens, third from left, reigns as delt trik-la-tron queen.
schwitzer hall women are from left: mary
kay blum, carol robinson, mary kimble,
gussie ogden, meg schaefer, pat noga,
jan byers, gay wagner, paula ringham,
sue bohling. row 2: ellen rosen, cindy
bess, margie nowakovski, sue giovinazzo,
linda gerard, nancy walker, lisa fusillo,
pat reade, debbie geusch, fritz dubois,
jan gerhold.
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schwitzer is . . • !•
individuality,
independence
friday, October 28, 1955, the
women's residence hall was dedi-
cated, at the dedication ceremonies
for louis b. schwitzer hall, numerous
articles were sealed inside the cor-
nerstone, they include the October
28th collegian, a bible, a flag, a but-
ler catalogue, a copy of butler re-
ports, an aerial view of the campus,
the architects drawings, a butler uni-
versity pennant and seal, coed codes,
a sorority guide, and a student hand-
book.
the women of schwitzer hall are from left:
debra hitchens, chris dilley, Shirley han-
ner, lana Stinnett, cindy pulver, coleen al-
bert, denise heffner. row 2: sue mertz,
carol papola, carol powers, joan paisley,
edie brooks, mary oswalt, jeannie reising,
julie caldwell.
making a colage and knitting seem to be two popular pastimes for the female population
on butler's campus ... a means of relaxation after hours of study, of course.
schwitzer's contribution to geneva stunts
was a clever take-off of "gone with the
wind."
Ill
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the women of schwitzer hall are from left:
martha burton, leslie mclain, kathy smith,
beth lorenzen, Janet hauser, heather
stowe, bev Johnson, sandy Shapiro row
2: bonnie fletcher, karilyn sisson, sara
rodgers, cari blitzer, linda davis, jamie
gould, arleen anderson, jonell tsaros, deb-
orah sears, sherry hammond row 3: jeri
niebergall, susan pistorino, denise ya-
blowski, susan montanye, jo anne ducey,
mary jo gordon, Judy tilton, Jackie young,
Jeanne doyle, bobbie poole, linda kunz,
barbara cochran, iver chestnut.
<%&*
pam haley is off to the time trials.
the women of schwitzer hall are bottom
row: maribeth edwards, chris gazarek,
sandy reynier, row 2: (standing) sharon
brubaker, sue glatz, shireen baker, linda
vilonello, mary hadock, lori griffin, row
3: sunny schubert, kathleen smith, linda
leonard, dorine deffenbaugh, julie schmitz,
karen goodballet, lizzie viktora, sandy tur-
ley, debbie merritt, carol garland row 4:
thereas zodorzny, sara hoesel, sally busse,
anita lee, carolyn Williams, linda chilson,
carole davis, mary battjes, ann weil, beal-
ette simonson, judy burbank.
resident assistants lead hectic lives, arleen anderson and Jamie gould know that the only
sure way to see roxy lindborgh is to catch her while she's napping.
fy
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schwitzer hall residents participated in the butler moritorium.
!
as president of schwitzer, bernie fantino
finds solace with snoopy. ® ' I
intramural efforts mix brains
and brawn of delt go-getters
the members of beta zeta chapter
of delta tau delta have many accom-
plishments.
they are most discriminating in
their choice of women, to prove this
they point to the fact their chapter
sweetheart, lynn haglund, was chos-
en delta queen of indiana and all-
state sweetheart.
the delts are also known for their
active enthusiasm and public spirit
in projects both on and off campus,
besides vigorous participation in
im's, they sponsor the spectacular
delt trik-la-tron each spring.
they were given the national fra-
ternity scholarship award for the
third consecutive year, and were
named state scholastic leaders over
all other indiana delt chapters.
delt pledges soak up the suds.
r
^
attention, lucky coeds, this delt may ring
your chimes.
170—housing

i ask for a two-wheeler . . . butler ingenuity to the rescue!
the kappa sigs made terrific gangsters in geneva stunts.
kappa sigs con
audience with
their stunts act
the men of the epsilon omicron
chapter of kappa sigma stay with the
action on campus in a variety of
ways.
kappa sigs have active members
in the y.m.c.a., in which rich vitale
is vice-president, pin men are also
active in r.o.t.c and history club.
in geneva stunts the star and cre-
sent wearers gave a great skit about
south side looey's.
as for the women in their lives,
becky ryan is their dream girl, and
their sweetheart, kathy kilburn, is
also state sweetheart.
rich vitale serves as president.
50UTH5IDE LOC
the men of kappa Sigma are from the left
bob dunkle, chuck morse, rusty atkinson
steve schultz, brian webber, phil fitzsim
msons, phil ludeman row 2: tim best
steve carroll, john marsh, bob hatter, jack
serafin row 3: leon angelacos, doug rod
gers, alex prindle, jay hoyt, ollie smith
not pictured: mike aronson, bob baldwin,
fred davis, ken davis, Jeff devens, roger
fowler, don gayuski, steve long, john naz
zarro, bill oakley, mark pruit, john straley,
jerry weyrich.
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an enjoyable duty for rich vitale is escorting these fair young damsels.
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the men of lambda chi alpha are left to
right: bill todd, barry youmans, John abell,
rich gray, jerry hines, vince mulford, den-
nis sparks, ryan knight, pete askham,
gary robinson, bill mitsos row 2: mike
carone, steve summers, bill record, joe
forgey, Charlie chiesa, mrs. saunders, torn
willis, randy belden, greg zinn, andy koeh-
ler, greg powell, jim gentry row 3: larry
gardner, torn cooke, art kirn, jack peebles
steve klegarth, howie kenny, mike rear
ick, mike peterson, bill booher, paul buck
thai, paul kaplan, buz alden, stan epper
son, rusty wagner, art gross, mike caito,
jim staller, steve konkle, bruce roberts,
dana hood row 4: kevin caughlin, John
meyer, torn dunker, ray manz, torn yates
john martorana, John guthry, bob schrad
er, pat fagan, steve close, mark hearn
Jeff neely, joe davis, lou taylor, bob black
burn, norm bristley, jerry ours, lou tharp;
mike mandulla, ron cooper.
174—housing
lambda chis boast pledge class of twenty-eight
torn willis, president of lambda chi
alpha fraternity, leads an active
group of college men, including a
pledge class of twenty-eight, in many
campus projects.
the lambda chis sponsor several
annual projects that have become
campus traditions, in the fall, the
watermelon bust was, as usual, a
huge success, the orphan party, cre-
sent girl dance, and the Christmas
dance were the highlights of the win-
ter social season.
various awards presented to the
house in the just-completed year
were geneva stunts finalists, home-
coming house decs third place and
im's all-sports, second place.
their members are in utes, sphinx,
blue key, the y, ifc, and many other
organizations. . . and who was it that said that lamb chops weren't good marinated in wine?
the lambda chi's perform a spoof of the witch trials for geneva stunts. pledge jim gentry dutifully tidies up.
1BH
phi psis join frats; take tennis, debate honors
the "old meetin' place" is temporarily in room 312 at atherton. here chris anderson,
kent bird and torn sheriff help mark batman with a sign for the bulldogs.
>V
the men of the zeta chapter of phi
kappa psi have come a long way
since the eleven charter members
were initiated on the butler campus
on may 13, 1969.
led by president chris anderson
every single member has been in-
volved in the st. thomas aquinas tu-
toring program, working with chil-
dren in the first to seventh grades in
indianapolis schools.
in extracurriculars, phi psis were
represented in the lambda chi's wa-
termelon toss and the homecoming
pushmobile race, they also won first
place in intramural tennis competi-
tion.
their members are represented in
blue key, phi eta sigma, marching
band, debate team and other pres-
tigious organizations.
it's been a good year for phi kappa
psi at butler and presages an even
brighter future.
the men of phi kappa psi are: 1. jack hit-
tie 2. mark peterson 3. greg sargent 4.
John swanson 5. bill groth 6. kent bird
7. randy lawson 8. marty wallenstein 9.
dave sanford 10. mike austin 11. torn dix-
on 12. Charlie de lancey 13. torn sough-
rue 14. rick fields 15. pete tamulonis 16.
torn sheriff 17. chris anderson.
february of this year, the kappa
theta chapter of omega psi phi was
originated, an infant fraternity on but-
ler's campus, omega psi phi is far
from young on campuses across the
country, founded at howard univer-
sity, Washington, d.c, the chapters
number three hundred eleven today,
including chapters on ivy league
campuses and on every big ten
campus.
march 15, 1969, eight butler men
were initiated into the indianapolis
zeta phi chapter, and became the
charter members of butler's kappa
theta chapter.
led by president gerald woolfolk,
the frat men got off to a strong start
by capturing first place in the phi
100 last spring, brothers are on the
varsity football and baseball teams,
varsity cinderman, gerald woolfolk,
holds many of butler's track records.
the omega psis actively partici-
pate in intramurals, and they spon-
sor a thanksgiving food drive for
needy families in the city, members
are also active in phi eta sigma, phi
kappa phi, phi delta chi and alpha
phi omega.
omega psi phis establish; finish
in front for first phi 1 00 title
the members of omega psi phi are: 1. ger-
ald woolfolk 2: marvin gibbs 3. earnest
sharpe 4. richie hailey 5. mark Williams 6.
danny nolan 7. arnie cumbee 8. fred pow-
ell 9. terrence nugent, not pictured: al at-
taway.
driver mark Williams proudly accepts the
trophy for the phi 100 victory.
the men of phi delta theta are: 1. bruce
morrison 2. george giles 3. chris hearey
4. roger hendershot 5. paul bodycomb 6.
Steve petty 7. jim jarrette 8. butch imbor-
stag 9. dick eagon 10. mike riley 11. bruce
qualey 12. bob hatly 13. ted lowry 14.
jim calahan 15. stan phariss 16. ron rich-
ardson 17. torn kimpel 18. bill yetman
19. gordon Shackelford 20. John mayhill
21. mike jason 22. steve Stewart 23. Steve
cannam 24. steve hughes 25. ross trester
26. keith norwalk 27. torn hellburg 28.
fred harrop 29. waiter warner 30. doug
thurston.
phi little sisters are di currens, cheryl her-
man, joey zukel, cindy schaal, cherri mey-
er, georgia pearson.
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row 2: julie strain, sue allardice, missy
hamp, julie hargitt, barb gilbert.
phis take goodwill cheerdrive,
house decs, stunts top honors
under the leadership of president
John "flower" mayhill, the men of phi
delta theta started the year by run-
ning off with homecoming laurels
when they trounced the sigma chis
in the chariot race and by placing
first in house decs for the third con-
secutive year.
they were first in the male seg-
ment of geneva stunts and second in
the diverse areas of spring sing and
intramurals. dave bennett and steve
norris are standouts on the bulldogs
hoop team and steve Johnson and
jack boyd took part in the successful
innovation of the phi 100. craig fen-
neman is president of the student as-
sembly.
members of "the big house" were
winners of this year's goodwill cheer
drive and received a statewide
"alum" trophy for their community
service work with students at the in-
diana school for the blind.
Chris hearey feels his part in stunts.
the phi delt pledge class includes: in the front, stevie wonder row 1: dave smith torn
brayn, jay ruckelick, bill newbold, mark neihie row 2: billy-bob scott, randy moser' greg
schaffer. nick talle, bob zeeb row 3: dan osborne, doug king.
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phi leap's fake diverse honors:
scholarship trophy, neat freak
phi kappa thetas keep abreast of
campus activities in a variety of ways.
they staked their claim for scho-
lastic fame by achieving the highest
accumulative rating in men's housing
units at butler, in the b.m.o.c. de-
partment, their entry in the drift most
eligible bachelor contest, louie web-
ber, became a finalist.
in the service area, the phi kaps,
did volunteer work for the indiana-
polis humane society.
in the "no category" area, one of
the brothers, mike rudzinski, placed
second in the freak contest, a rather
dubious honor in itself.
j. r. wampler is president.
phi kap men are proud that they won the
scholarship trophy, louie webber proves
that he can handle it easily!
dave wilson and gail mulay are probably discussing the finals they will soon take.
....
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the men of phi kappa theta are: row 1:
bryan dagen bach, chuck richardson, bob
schwier, j. r. wampler row 2: mike rudzin-
ski, terry anderson row 3: bob yocum, don
beusching, torn stadler, dave wadyka, den-
ny dark, bob kirsch.
at left: granted, naptown has it's rainy
days, but this is ridiculous!
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the men of Sigma chi are: 1. torn rykovich
2. john terwilliger 3. torn liss 4. steve
waiters 5. mark hoffman 6. leon putz 7.
dale collins 8. russ kuc 9. howard bruskin
10. jack saylors 11. ruby hoffman, sig
housemother 12. mike hoffman 13. John
cotton 14. dennis hannan 15. larry dietz
16. don mass 17. gary bingham 18. ron
krol 19. leroy cruel 20. jim killin 21. dan
halloran 22. scott akin 23. pat barnes
24. dave hein 25. skip rudzinski 26. cart-
wright ellis 27. lonnie wright 28. mike
burkes 29. chuck lazzaro 30. jack owen
31. torn thompson.
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sigma chis capture first place in fall festival
led by president jack saylors, the
men of sigma chi achieved in both
service and activities on campus, the
house continued to work for campus
improvement by presenting the an-
nual scholarship and activities tro-
phies to the outstanding fraternity
and sorority.
the sigs also held the traditional
sweetheart dance in honor of their
sweetheart, diane fountain, and their
favorite, candy cox.
with the thetas, they co-sponsored
the annual Christmas party for under-
privileged children.
after some confusion, derby day
was moved from the usual autumn
slot to a spring date, it was, as usual,
a huge success.
besides being active in sports, sigs
claim to be active in the young re-
publicans and members of various
honoraries. paired with the kappas,
they were the winners of the 1969
ym-ywca fall festival.
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leon putz studies hard for finals while harvey greenberg dreams of the deans list.
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diane fountain realizes that being sigma
chi sweetheart is hard work!
at the left, the sigma chis show the true
weight of brotherhood.
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the men of sigma nu are: 1. ted Williams
2. darrel pike 3. carl march 4. steve fick-
ert 5. bill ray 6. bill isley 7. jim boilini 8.
steve gedrose 9. steve marcottee 10. har-
rold huffman 11. rus corson 12. paul ne-
fouse 13. greg logan 14. andy alexson
15. Charles warren 16. jerry gribbage 17.
gary spinelli 18. greg hardin 19. mike
smitha 20. dick soukup 21. dave lautner
22. jim hurt 23. ken doer 24. gary miller
25. jim mc mahon 26. don tribbitt 27.
bill shepherd 28. franchon smithson 29.
jeff theisfeld 30. george buskirk 31. bill
Crispin 32. lynn muckerheide 33. butch
kurth 34. wayne pickering 35. ralph sal-
tus 36. bradley burton 37. brint ostrander
38. kent ehret 39. bruce bloomberg 40.
doug ferguson 41. kevin celarek 42. ro-
ger krishan 43. fred snivley 44. terry
curry 45. roger deverman 46. dean don-
nelson.
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sigma nus cash in on an active, winning year
the pool table at the sigma nu house is a great place to relax, right, butch?
mom said there would be days like this!
the epsilon mu chapter of sigma
nu fraternity cashed in on an active
and award-winning year.
the men of sigma nu sponsored an
annual Christmas party for orphans,
and also participated in the mother's
march of dimes campaign, other
house activities were the annual
dances: the bar room brawl and the
traditional voo-doo dance in the
spring.
the sigma nus scored high in scho-
lastics both locally and nationally,
the brothers earned a fifth place in
national scholarship, during the sec-
ond semester they were first in cam-
pus scholarship and finished with a
second place in scholarship on cam-
pus for the whole year.
in the 1969 homecoming festivi-
ties, the sigma nus received a second
place in house decorations.
one of the outstanding members
of the sigma nus is billy shepherd, In-
diana's mr. basketball, gary miller,
vice-president of i.f.c. and John twen-
ty, sphinx president are also active
members of the fraternity.
kevin celarek proudly accepts the trophy for the men of sigma nu from roger ward.
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successful teke week reflects new tke spirit
to the men of gamma psi chapter
of tau kappa epsilon, under the lead-
ership of John crawford, "new" has
become a favorite word, from the ad-
dition of thirteen attractive rooms, to
their big pledge class of twenty-three,
to their housemother, mrs. rose beat-
ty, the key word is new. the en-
thusiasm of the whole chapter is re-
flected in their accompanying new
spirit.
yet tradition is not to be forgotten
by the men of the red-brick house,
the tke's held their annual activities
as scheduled, in the fall teke week
ended with the crowning of miss gail
mulay as the most bewitching witch,
winter functions include the pledge
Christmas dance and the celebrating
of founders day on January tenth, the
white carnation and the public ser-
vice weekend were held in the spring.
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at left, tke week campaign leaves it's
mark!
the men of tau kappa epsilon are: 1. jim
martin 2. george lenz 3. rich eberle 4.
josh littman 5. mike Crawford 6. John
Crawford 7. barry pehoski 8. dave vail-
lancourt 9. marc silberman 10. mike fra-
zure 11. wayne korch 12. marc rissman
13. bob basile 14. rick shafer 15. John
osier 16. mike telvin 17. howard meitrich
18. torn moranz 19. ron seskin 20. bob
wickliffe 21. larry lewis 22. joe holloway
23. barry breshinsky 24. dave white 25.
neil fowler 26. pat layton (sweetheart) 27.
mike rabinovitz 28. wes dixon 29. vince
giampapa 30. jim hensle 31. keith wal-
dron.
housing
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ross men continue spring sing dominance
the men of ross hall could hardly
be considered dormant, winning the
all-sports trophy heads their list of
firsts, paired with the women of delta
gamma, they took first place in the
trik-la-tron last spring, in the home-
coming pushmobile race, the pi phis
pushed the independent men over the
finish line to another victory.
as proof of their versatility, the in-
dependents united to win the top
honors for the last two years in the
ym-ywca spring sing.
knowing the importance of being
active on butler's campus, the men
of ross hall participated in the fall
festival, during freshmen orientation
week, they co-sponsored an all cam-
pus dance.
the men of ross hall are: 1. ray prible 2.
michael Williams 3. Steve sloan 4. paul
elstro 5. bill oakley 6. harrold smith 7.
steve pakes 8. richard phelps 9. todd
neilson 10. torn murphy 11. ken kahler
12. bill Christiansen 13. craig friend 14.
phil dorrell 15. steve carpentieri 16. paul
levin 17. wayne brindle 18. stan kletecka.
"up in the air junior birdmen
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ross fuses heads, straights, and in-betweens
in its twenty six years of service
to butler, ross hall has housed many
outstanding students, one such cur-
rent resident, bulldog quarterback
dick reed, set a three year passing
record for butler and the indiana co-
legiate conference, and ended his
college football career by winning the
most valuable back and the hilton u.
brown awards.
dave womer served as president of
ross with assistance from vice presi-
dent steve price, secretary charles
delancy, and treasurer, ri chard
phelps. other officers include fred
bagg, social chairman; charles graaf,
i.m. chairman; and kent bird, parlia-
mentarian, new ideas initiated by the
officers were a Christmas dance fea-
turing "the klan" and individual door
decorations with pecuniary prizes
at homecoming.
on the opposite page, above, the men of
ross hall are from the left: dave
edward wong, james kruse, larry lumas,
dennis hansburger, row 2: donald glines,
Willie liu, charles cutrerce, gary kendrick,
peter mago, paul hill, myers mckinney,
james mc nutty, kenneth winslow, gary
buxton, james cleaver, row 3: michael
bullington, charles bryant, gary havens,
donald koverman, eric Johnson and steve
price.
on the opposite page, below, the men of
ross hall are from left: ron rockey, bob
lucas, dave bannon, ron casey, dave hertz-
berg, row 2: paul weinar, John ziegler, dan
kleinman, lee kirts, dan siegal. row 3: nor-
bert lorentz, rich sitman, bob wolf, jim
still, dennis kientz, steve alexander.
hey, boyee! the men have arrived!
vibrating the sounds of silence is John claxton.
jeff pollack pauses for a study break.
/QK>«
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president Jones takes time from his busy schedule to discuss problems with students. president, mrs. jones enjoy dart games.
dr. jones delivers speeches to raise money
overseeing the workings of butler
university for his seventh year is
dr. alexander e. jones. president
jones graduated from de pauw uni-
versity in 1942 with a b.a. and re-
ceived his m.a. and ph.d. from the
university of minnesota.
much of president jones' time is
spent making personal appearances
and speeches to various clubs and
civic groups throughout the city in
an effort to help raise funds for the
new science building.
president jones spends many hours at home studying university curriculum proposals,
president jones unites with concerned mothers over hours issue.

top brass seeks monetary aid
placement director is mr. thomas rhodes. mr. raymond gladden (above) and mrs. maxine crammer manage the bursar's office.
mr. willis b. connor collects the funds for the new science building,
broadcasting butler news is mr. chris theofanis, public relations director.
1 96—academics
for separate science building
the development division of the
administration is actively engaged in
promoting butler university, they
are doing this by campaigning to ob-
tain sufficient funds to complete the
construction of a new science build-
ing, the development division is work-
ing with the board of governors on
a project to contact businesses with-
in the community to promote greater
financial support for butler.
3lF. ****•**
mr. a. lindberg checks building grounds.
mr. chenoweth contacts hopeful frosh. dr. chris mocus, evening division director, discusses problems over the phone.
mr. raymond cawthorn, registrar, makes
sure students and classes meet.
academics—197

jane lewis counsels damsels in distress
miss jane lewis, butler alumnae,
was hired for the position of dean
of women, miss lewis' experience in
student counseling and as a proba-
tion officer readily enables her to as-
sume her duties which include the
operation of the women's residence
halls, rush week activities, counsel-
ing coeds with general and personal
problems and handling disciplinary
problems.
spear-heading the new university college curriculum changes is dean paul Stewart. dr. c. aldrich heads grad school.
:
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learning how to control a computer results in faster and more accurate service.
computers tick off business expansion plan
the college of business has
broadened its curriculum with the
addition of several new courses, they
include classes entitled urban eco-
nomics, seminar in economic prob-
lems, introduction to quantitative
methods for business which is a
course for graduate students who
did not have a sufficient amount of
mathematics as undergraduates,
computer information systems deals
with the effect of computers in man-
aging businesses.
accurate files and records are kept by
business secretary mrs. schreiber.
200—academics
I 111
typing is a vital skill of business. getting help for economics is an everyday occurrence for many students.
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roberts, dr. david r.
dean
barron, John
journalism
chorun, Joseph
economics
Crawford, thomas
accounting
dawn, William
marketing
horvath, janos
economics
ismail, badr
accounting
nichols, dr. archie
insurance
owen, william
economics
paddock, harriet
social science
swenson, dr. h. r.
business administration
education professors render
services in university's clinic
diligent study is a necessity for college.
#ysp
listening to tapes improves french.
situated in a dark corner of Jor-
dan hall exists a clinic for children
with learning disabilities, when chil-
dren are first brought to the clinic,
they are tested to locate their par-
ticular areas of difficulty by educa-
tion professors mr. jack fadely, dr.
james shane, and mr. paul coleman.
they follow up the testing with treat-
ment.
dissecting a cat provides zoology students with necessary and valuable information concerning mammals.
IhB
televised replay allows the perspective teacher to observe his classroom performance.
rookie teachers evaluate use of micro aids
a new teaching method, micro
teaching, is being initiated this year
by the college of education, this
course is directed at the secondary
education major, as the student
teacher is instructing his class, he is
being taped on video tape, this is
done in order to give the student an
opportunity to observe and correct
himself before actually teaching.
^N
el ed majors brush up on nursery rhymes.
students at herron art institute prove themselves adept in molding, refining the fine take your time, i'm in no hurry,
points of the human head.
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i. nygaard, dr. Joseph
dean of education
2. anderson, dr. gary w.
education
3. best, dr. John w.
education
4. boop, roger
education
5. coleman, paul r.
education
6. greenburg, barbara a.
women's p. e.
7. guyer, richard
education
8. hamilton, dr. xandra 1
women's p. e.
9. hart, dr. hazel c.
education
10. hauss, james s.
men's p. e.
11. hedden, frank b.
men's p. e.
12. hinkle, paul d.
dir. of athletics
13. holt, james
athletic dept.
14. howard, dr. william 1.
education
15. kaplan, henriette
education
16. lyons, Stanley
education
17. mc campbell, Virginia
women's p. e.
18. rooker, dr. james 1.
education
19. shane, dr. james
education
20. silvers, dr. stuart 1.
education
21. sweet, james
education
22. Sylvester, william 1.
solitary moments are scarce at rehearsals.
i'm a phi delt—a hairy chested phi.
208—academics
ballet classes involve study and examinations as well as dancing.
lilly dwellars troupe and trounce to fortune
;•
l '
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the home of fine arts, lilly hall of
the jordon college of music houses
the music, dance, drama, and radio
and television departments.
besides the rigor of classes, the
various departments schedule plays,
ballets, and music performances. A
special highlight for all involved are
the infamous trips of the marching
band and corps and the butler ballet,
wajc, the student radio station, is an
extra attraction for future broad-
casters.
intense, dramatic scenes are portrayed during the performance of the trial.
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ehlert, jackson k.
dean
adkins, j. thomas
drama
aerne, andre
music
colbert, John k.
music
cooper, frank
art history, piano
eaton, jack
music
gour, betty
dance
harper, ann
radio-tv
henzie, Charles
music
Johnson, harold
music literature, history
Jones, lucille
music
koehrn, fred
music
lindholm, James
music
mack, joan
music
mc mullen, jacquelyn
dance
montaque, Stephen
music
mulholland, James
music
osborne, richard
music
210—Academics
fine arts students accumulate recital credits
1. paxcia, Vincent
marching band
2. phillipee, james
radio and tv
3. poulimas, constantine
music
4. rosenberger, ned
drama
5. stokan, david
music
6. verdak, george
dance
7. wiley, jackson
orchestra
^Hyi^
212—Academics
student stumbling block gets the ax from u.c.
this year the first extensive re-
vision in the curriculum require-
ments of the university college since
1945 has occurred, these alterations
include the reduction of math and
science requirements from fifteen
hours to a minimum of eight hours,
these changes enable the student to
have a greater freedom of choice in
course selections.
demonstrations enable students to visually perceive problems. identification may pose problems in labs.
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despite her pointed concentration, nancy brown slips in a moment's daydreaming.
La. fills vacant minds and teaching positions
it's better to ask questions now, than to flunk your test later,
test tubes, beakers, and chemicals make laboratory work interesting and exciting.
six new faculty members have
been added to the college of liberal
arts, they include dr. david r. cecil,
and harry e. lobb, mathematics; mrs.
esther stanton and mrs. lois b. ario,
sociology; mrs. m o n i q u e hyde,
french, and mrs. julene job, speech.
academics—214
congressman andy Jacobs speaks on the
democratic process concerning elections.
dr. William wolf illustrates the necessity of literature in education.
academics—215
1. silver, dr. david m.
dean
2. amend, dr. victor e.
english
3. andry, dr. e. robert
religion dept. head
4. ario, lois b.
sociology
5. baetzhold, dr. howard
english
6. beck, dr. sally
psychology
7. berry, dr. James w.
zoology
8. bessey, dr. william h.
physics dept. head
nSjjsJLyS 9. beyer, dr. werner w.
english dept. head
10. brigham, dr. nelson a.
mathematics dept. head
11. cassell, dr. richard a.
english
12. cauger, dr. richard e.
english
13. cecil, dr. david r.
mathematics
14. chotlos, bay i.
mathematics
15. dark, clyde 1.
Spanish, french
16. dark, dr. gordon h.
philosophy dept. head
17. comfort, dr. george o.
political science
18. cripe, dr. nicholas m.
speech dept. head
19. daniell, david 1.
zoology
20. dixon, dr. h. marshall III
physics
21. dunlap, Joseph
english
22. durflinger, dr. elizabeth
zoology
216—academics
heavy heads hold
tons of knowledge

1. farber, dr. milton I.
history
2. farrell, Jeremiah
mathematics
3. fields, r. Joanne
english
4. fine, irving
Spanish, french
5. geib, george w.
history
6. gilpin, dr. r. crafton
philosophy
7. graf, frederic a.
mathematics
8. graham, dr. cary b.
english
9. gustafson, dr. lorraine m.
german
10. haddox, dr. benjamin e.
sociology dept. head
11. hannaford, richard g.
english
12. hepler, dr. j. william
psychology dept. head
13. hiatt, dr. vergil e.
classical language dept.
head
14. hoffman, dr. george c.
political science
15. hyde, monique
french
16. jessup, florence
french
17. job, julene
speech
18. kilsheimer, dr. Sidney
chemistry
19. land, William t.
geography
20. lobb, harry e.
mathematics
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1. lowry, dr. murrill m.
zoology
2. martin, richard e.
sociology
3. marz, dr. roy
english
4. minassian, dr. donald p.
mathematics
5. moore, nancy
english
6. morrison, dr. Joseph
chemistry
7. Osgood, dr. david w.
zoology
8. pelton, dr. John
botany dept. head
9. phariss, florence
trench
10. porter, sarah c.
home economics
11. quinney, dr. paul r.
chemistry
12. ramey, mary elizabeth
speech
13. reisinger, francis
religion
14. rice, dr. george p.
speech
15. rowlette, dr. robert
english
16. st. john, dr. ph i [lip a.
zoology dept. head
17. shane, dr. theodore k.
history
18. shanklin, dr. henry d. Ill
psychology
19. shaughnessey, edward 1
english
20. smith, dr. John II
chemistry
21. stanton, esther
sociology
220—academics
election of pass-fail
stimulates incentive?
academics
—
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thornburough, emma lou
history
usher, dr. roland g.
history, political science
vesper, nicholas j.
mathematics
waller, dr. george m.
history dept. head
webster, dr. rex
botany
willey, dr. thomas
history
wohler, wilma I,
home economics dept.
head
wolf, dr. william d.
english
woodruff, burrton g.
psychology
yates, dr. willard
botany
intent concentration results in less error. the new pharmacy dispensary offers cheaper, faster, more convenient service.
dispensary provides new student convenience
established in 1945, the college of
pharmacy plays a prominent role in
the teaching of pharmaceutical edu-
cation, the students are taught the
preparation, compounding, and dis-
pensing of drugs and medicines, the
college is accredited by the american
council of pharmaceutical education.
precise measurement assures the patient
of accurate prescriptions.
ramsey cook mixes his own brew during
lab.
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white coats walk off with swartz's test files
the college of pharmacy, an asset
to butler university, is actively pre-
paring students for this profession,
dean kaufman and his staff of eight
full time professors have opened a
new dispensary which will serve a
two-fold purpose, it allows the
pharmacy students to gain experi-
ence by working in the dispensary,
and it allows butler students and
faculty to get their prescriptions
filled more conveniently.
Y-~/
P\
group efforts yield greater understanding,
add two wart-fested frogs and boil.
224—academics
kaufman, dr. karl I.
dean
berger, dr. james e.
pharmacology
cooley, norman e.
clinical pharmacy
doerr, dr. dale w.
pharmacy administration
rowe, dr. edward j.
pharmacy
schiff, dr. paul a.
pharmacognosy
shaw, dr. margart a.
pharmacy
swartz, dr. harold a.
pharmacy
f?
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grads ready to accept challenge of tomorrow
1. ACHESON, PAMELA POWERS; claren-
don hills, illinois; biology; university choir;
madrigal singers. 2. ACHART, RICH-
ARD S.: winston-salem, north Carolina;
zoology; sigma nu, corresponding secre-
tary; utes; sphinx. 3. ANDERSON,
CHRIS C; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; eco-
nomics; student assembly; utes; young re-
publicans. 4. ANGELACOS, LEON: oak
park, illinois, business administration;
kappa sigma; ymca; sam; football. 5.
ARIENS, STEVEN R.; Jefferson, indiana;
pharmacy; american pharmacutical asso-
ciation; p h i delta chi. 6. ARNETT,
SARA M.; morristown, indiana; journalism;
delta sigma phi; collegian; student assem-
bly. 7. AUSTGEN, DONNA ARLYNN;
dyer, indiana; elementary education; alpha
phi, song leader; ywca; aws; sea; wra;
young democrats; collegian; half-time
honeys; tau beta sigma, treasurer; march-
ing band, secretary; university choir;
spurs, editor. 8. BARILL, LAUREL; val
paraiso, indiana; history/political science
delta gamma, rush chairman, first vice
president, standards board chairman; aws
ywca; angel flight, historian; geneva
stunts; spurs, vice-president; chimes, sec-
retary; mortar board; deans list. 9.
BARNET, MARY DIANE; indianapolis, in-
diana; elementary education; kappa kappa
gamma, treasurer, rush chairman; wra;
aws; ywca; ussc; young republicans; ge-
neva stunts; deans list. 10. BATLER,
LINDA SUE; anderson, indiana; pharmacy;
delta delta delta; wra; ywca, aws; american
pharmacutical association; lambda kappa
sigma, vice-president. 11. BEAGLE
CYNTHIA ANN; greenfield, indiana; ele
mentary education; delta delta delta, con
responding secretary; wra; sea; aws; ywca
12. BEISLER, CONSTANCE A.; fort laud
erdale, florida; home economics; alpha
chi omega, house manager; ywca, wra;
aws; young republicans; geneva stunts.
228—seniors
13. BELLAMY, KAREN M.; indianapolis
indiana; psychology; human relations coun
cil, treasurer; university choir. 14
BELLAMY, LOREAE FRANSCIENE; indiana
polis, indiana; pharmacy; delta sigma the
ta; lambda kappa sigma, treasurer; apha
sbl; university choir. 15. BELUE, JU
DITH MARIE; pittsboro, indiana; psychol
ogy; sra; schwitzer hall chaplain; marching
band; university symphonic band; sigma
alpha iota, chaplain; tau beta sigma, trea-
surer; deans list. 16. BERAN, ANNA
MARIE; fort lauderdale, florida; Spanish;
pi beta phi; aws; ywca. 17. BERG,
DEBBIE; park ridge, illinois; home eco-
nomics; kappa kappa gamma; wra; ywca;
welwyn club; young republicans; trench
club. 18. BERMAN, MARC FREDERICK;
syosset, long island, new york; music edu
cation; marching band; phi mu alpha sin
fonia; symphonic band; clarinet quartet;
wind ensemble. 19. BLACKINGTON
LAURETTE; clarendon hills, illinois; math
delta gamma, president, standards board
wra; sports council; ywca; young republi
cans; aws; kappa mu epsilon, vice-presi
dent; most outstanding student nominee
20. BLAUSTEIN, BRUCE ROBERT; rock
ville center, new york; zoology/pre-dental
alpha phi omega, vice-president; student
assembly; sam; mental health club; sym
phonic band; ross hall dorm council. 21
BLOMGREN, PETER F.; alexandria, virgin
ia; pre-med; collegian staff; deans list
22. BOARD, SHARON LYNN; lebanon
indiana; journalism; robertson hall, vice
president; theta sigma phi; young demo
crats; aws; collegian, copy editor. 23
BOLIN, DANIEL P.; indianapolis, indiana
music education; symphonic band; uni-
versity symphony; marching band; phi mu
alpha; kappa kappa upsilon.
seniors—229
1. BOOHER, BILL; logansport, indiana
journalism; lambda chi alpha, editor, cor
respondent; utes; sphinx; circle k, trea
surer; collegian, editor, sport, city editor;
vice-president of icpa; sigma delta chi; top
ten student, 1969. 2. BOONE, BUDDY;
milan, indiana; political science; track;
band. 3. BOTTOMS, JACQUI; indiana
polis, indiana; pharmacy; young demo
crats; lambda kappa sigma, president;
spurs. 4. BOYER, MARILYN; south
bend, indiana; physical education; wra
pemm club, vice-president; delta psi kap
pa. 5. BRAUN, EUGENIA MARIE; an
nandale, Virginia; french/history; alpha ch
omega, executive council; angel flight, op
eration officer, outstanding angel award
military ball chairman; young democrats
campus chairman; aws, cabinet; ywca
cabinet; wra; drift; top ten college women
contest; alpha lambda delta; spurs:
chimes; mortar board. 6. BRAYTON
CHAROLETTE ELIZABETH; indianapolis, in
diana; french; trianon; ywca; aws; yr; stu
dent assembly; mss; collegian; drift; sig
ma tau delta; vice-president; kappa delta
pi. 7. BRENNEN, DAVID; fort wayne,
indiana; pharmacy; sigma nu; recorder;
ymca; utes; kappa psi; a, ph. a. 8.
BROCK, ROBERT G.; crown point, indiana;
business administration; sigma chi, rush
chairman; utes; b-men; football. 9.
BROCKER, ROXANNA LOUISE; indianapo-
lis, indiana; elementary education; wra,
sports council; aws; ywca; yr, secretary,
treasurer; '500 festival finalist. 10.
BUREN, BRUCE D.; louisville, kentucky;
pharmacy; utes; phi delta chi; a. ph. a.
graduates leave legacy of high achievements
11. BURGETT, MARY LOU; indianapolis,
indiana; english; kappa kappa gamma,
president; drift, sports editor, co-housing
editor. 12. BURTON, MARTHA;
brownsburg, indiana; merchandising. 13.
BUTLER, BARBARA DAY; alexandria, Vir-
ginia; Spanish; alpha chi omega, record-
ing secretary; kappa delta pi; magna cum
laude honors program; phi kappa phi.
14. CABLE, ROY; indianapolis, indiana;
physics. 15. CAHILL, NANCY E.; mat-
toon, illinois; history/political science; del-
ta delta delta; "free university;" alpha
lambda delta; spurs; "operation outstand-
ing." 16. CALDWELL, JULIA LOUISE;
hammond, indiana; music education; mad
rigals; mu phi epsilon, vice-president; kap
pa delta pi. 17. CARLSON, CHRISTINE
indianapolis, indiana; english; alpha ch
omega, third vice-president; spurs presi
dent; chimes; mortar board; yr; drift, co
editor of organizations; who's who. 18
CARONE, MIKE; plainfield, new jersey
history, lambda chi alpha; afrotc, com
mander, information officer. 19. CA-
SEY, NANCY KAY; andrews, indiana; so
ciology; schwitzer hall, house council
treasurer; aws; sais, secretary. 20
CARROLL, FRANCES ANN; grand rapids
michigan; art; kappa alpha theta, house
decs, co-chairman; aws; wra; ywca. 21
CELAREK, FRANK; fort wayne, indiana
business administration; sigma nu, house
manager, corresponding secretary; varsi
ty basketball, varsity track; circle k, secre
tary. 22. CHAPLIN, JAMES; joliet, il
linois; pharmacy; phi delta chi; american
pharmacutical association.
seniors
—
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1. CHODORA, KERRY; mount prospect,
illinois; psychology; schwitzer hall, resi-
dent assistant; deans list. 2. CLAM-
MURO, KEN; nutley, new jersey; business
administration. 3. CLARK, TONI; frank-
fort, indiana; drama; kappa alpha theta,
second vice-president; drama productions.
4. CLEAVER, JAMES A.; lebanon, indi-
ana; accounting. 5. CLODFELTER,
MARYANN; indianapolis, indiana; chemis-
try; delta delta delta, secretary; kappa
delta pi; tau beta sigma. 6. COCHRAN,
BARBARA; frederick, maryland; zoology;
schwitzer hall, house council; psychology
club, treasurer; alpha lambda delta; kappa
mu epsilon. 7. COCOMISE, MARY
CATHERINE; indianapolis, indiana; sociol-
ogy. 8. COLLINS, RUTH ANN; buffalo,
new york; business education; deans list.
9. CONCANNON, MARY ELLEN; indian-
apolis, indiana; delta gamma; wra; ywca;
sea. 10. CONNERLEY, PENNY; pensa-
cola, florida; philosophy; robertson hall,
corresponding secretary, sports chairman;
wra; aws. 11. CONSIGNY, LYNN; peo-
ria, illinois; elementary education; delta
gamma, house manager; aws; wra; young
republicans; sea, secretary. 12. COOK,
SARA; auburn, indiana; social work. 13.
COOPER, LILLIAN C; indianapolis, ind
ana; elementary education. 14. COP
LEN, CAROLYN; Plymouth, indiana; physi
cal education; schwitzer hall, house man
ager, vice-president; wra; pemm club sec
retary, president; delta psi kappa. 15
CORSON, RUSSELL C; millville, new jer
sey; zoology/botany; sigma nu; utes
sphinx; blue key; kappa delta pi. 16
CRAIG, KENNETH W.; speedway, indiana
history/political science; phi delta theta
house manager, rush chairman; utes
sphinx; blue key; varsity baseball. 17
CRUM, LINDA KAY; Jefferson city, mis
soun; dance; schwitzer hall, social chair
man; butler ballet touring company; un
versity chorale; sigma rho delta.
232—seniors
applications, interviews absolve job dilemmas
18. CSIKY, LOIS MAE; indianapolis, in-
diana; english. 19. CULLISON, MARY
KAY; Plymouth, indiana; music education;
symphonic band. 20. CUMBEE, ARN-
HEIN; kokomo, indiana; pharmacy; omega
psi phi; phi delta chi; american pharma
cutical association, treasurer. 21. DAGE
FORDE, DAVID A.; anderson, indiana; zo
ology; marching band; sphinx. 22
DAGENBACH, BRIAN; Cleveland, Ohio
business administration; phi kappa theta
president; student assembly. 23. DAV
IS, ROBERT P.; indianapolis, indiana; ac
counting; delta tau delta, rush chairman
student council, treasurer; phi eta sigma
president; utes; sphinx; blue key; phi kap
pa phi; who's who; magna cum laude hon
ors program. 24. DAVENPORT, PHIL
LIP; indianapolis, indiana; management
25. DEVENS, JEFFREY H.; Chicago, il
linois; english journalism; kappa sigma
utes; sphinx; ymca; young democrats; ifc
secretary; mss; collegian, city editor, edi
tor.
career potpourri key to tomorrow's treadmill
1. DIETZ, KAREN JEAN; indianapolis, in-
diana; history/political science; kappa al-
pha theta, rush chairman; aws; wra; ywca;
half-time honeys; best dressed coed, 1968;
'500 festival queen's court, 1968; deans
list. 2. DRUMM, MARY; dayton, ohio;
psychology; alpha chi omega; aws; wra;
ywca; yd's; marching band. 3. DRY-
DEN, STEVEN R.; indianapolis, indiana;
pre-med; acs, president; deans list. 4.
DUBOIS, FRITZ; dayton, ohio; speech;
ywca; half-time honeys; tau beta sigma.
5. DULLIGHAN, DANIEL; indianapolis
indiana; journalism; lambda chi alpha,
house manager; ymca; circle k; collegian.
6. DUNLAP, ANN; Winchester, Virginia;
dance; plays; sigma rho delta. 7. DUX,
MEILEE ANN; indianapolis, indiana; jour-
nalism; alpha phi, first vice-president;
aws, cabinet; wra, sports council; sea;
young republicans; ywca; sigma tau delta.
8. EAGAN, RICHARD; erie, Pennsylvania;
psychology; phi delta theta, pledge train-
er; track; yr, president; ymca; student as-
sembly. 9. ELBERG, MARY; indianapo-
lis, indiana; music education; miss indi-
anapolis; mu phi epsilon. 10. ELLIS,
CARTWRIGHT; kokomo, indiana; business
administration; sigma chi, scholarship
chairman. 11. ELROD, THOMAS R.;
hinsdale, Illinois; radio-television; sigma
chi; ifc, president; wajc, program director.
12. EVANS, ELBERTA; indianapolis, in-
diana; elementary education. 13. FACK-
LER, RICHARD C; indianapolis, indiana;
history/political science; sigma nu. 14.
FELBER, DIANNE S.; indianapolis, indiana;
french; trianon; le cercle francais, presi-
dent; university choir. 15. FIELDS,
RICHARD A.; seymour, indiana; marketing;
yr; student assembly; circle k; baseball.
16. FISHBAUGH, MELINDA ANN; bluff-
ton, indiana; zoology; alpha chi omega,
treasurer, corresponding secretary; spurs;
chimes; mortar board; aws; wra; ywca;
drift, senior section editor; who's who.
17. FLEECE, PAULA; Plymouth meeting,
indiana; social studies; sea. 18. FLORY,
PAMELA J.; logansport, indiana; music
education; alpha lambda delta.
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1. FOUKE, SANDRA J.; indianapolis, in-
diana; elementary education; trianon; aws;
wra; ywca; young democrats, treasurer;
student assembly. 2. FOWLES, DEXTER
W.; indianapolis, indiana; accounting; utes;
sam. 3. FRANKLIN, SUSAN, indiana-
polis, indiana; journalism; alpha phi,
pledge trainer, chaplain; wra; aws; ywca;
collegian, managing editor, copy editor;
theta Sigma phi. 4. FREIJE, GEORGE
F.; indianapolis, indiana; university choir
and chorale. 5. FRONCZAN, JAMES
auburn, new york; music; phi mu alpha
vice-president. 6. FRUSCELLA, BETSY
westport, Connecticut; dance; tau beta sig
ma; sigma rho delta, pledge trainer. 7
FULTON, JEAN; chrisman, illinois; phar
macy; kappa alpha theta; american phar
macutical association; rho chi; alpha lamb
da delta; spurs; phi kappa phi. 8. FYFE
DAVID A.; fort wayne, indiana; music edu
cation; symphonic band; university choir
phi mu alpha sinfonia; kappa kappa psi
deans list. 9. GARDNER, LARRY; butler
Pennsylvania; history/political science
lambda chi alpha, pledge trainer; young
republicans; ymca. 10. GARRISON, JO-
ANNE; kettering, Ohio; dance; half-time
honeys; geneva stunts; butler ballets; tau
beta sigma; sigma rho delta. 11. GAY-
USKI, DONALD A.; kansas city, missouri;
zoology; chemistry; kappa sigma; vice-
president; ymca; geneva stunts; deans list.
12. GERTNER, SUSAN P.; lakewood, new
jersey; home economics; sociology; welwyn
club, yd's. 13. GILL, BRUCE J.; alien-
town, Pennsylvania; physical education; in-
tramurals.
seniors prepared to confront troubled world
14. GLAZIER, JOSEPH A.; zoology; men-
tal health association, vice-president; eta
sigma phi; phi eta sigma. 15. GOFF,
BARBARA; muncie, indiana; home eco-
nomics; kappa kappa gamma, recording
secretary; ywca, treasurer; welwyn club,
president; spurs; pi epsilon phi, secretary.
16. GOWLAND, TOM: Valparaiso, indi-
ana; economics; delta tau delta. 17.
GRAHAM, REBECCA; indianapolis, indiana;
pi beta phi, treasurer; wra; pemm club;
cheerleader; student assembly. 18.
GRAHAM, SHERRY; shelbyville, indiana;
zoology; delta gamma, house manager;
student council; university choir. 19.
GRAU, REBECCA; indianapolis, indiana;
elementary education. 20. GREENBERG,
HARVEY; west newton, massachusetts;
pharmacy; sigma chi; kappa psi; american
pharmacutical association. 21. GREIFF,
GLORYJUNE; hudson lake, indiana; en
glish/radio; wajc, secretary; young republi
cans; mss; university choir; spring sing
22. GRIGSBY, PETER R.; french lick, in
diana; art; phi delta theta; utes; young re
publicans; ymca. 23. GRIMSLEY, SAL-
LY; indianapolis, indiana; elementary edu
cation; kappa alpha theta; wra; aws; young
republicans; ywca. 24. GROSHONG,
CHARLES; bay village, ohio; radio-tele-
vision; sigma delta chi; mss; wajc. 25.
GROSS, ARTHUR E.; east patchogue, new
york; business administration; lambda chi
alpha; arnold air society.
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1. GUCCIANDO, WILLIAM; hackensack,
new jersey; elementary education. 2.
GUSHWA, MARY; shelbyville, indiana; latin;
sea; aws; alpha lambda delta, treasurer;
chimes; mortar board; phi kappa phi; eta
sigma phi, president, vice-president. 3.
HAGLUND, LYNN; oconomowoc, Wiscon-
sin; public speaking; pi beta phi, song-
leader; spurs; ywca; aws; wra; young re-
publicans; angel flight; geneva stunts;
miss indiana, 1967; delta tau delta state
sweetheart. 4. HALE, LIBBY; indian-
apolis, indiana; elementary education. 5.
HAMILTON, JANE; north salem, indiana;
delta delta delta, house council, recording
secretary; ywca; wra; aws; sea; young re-
publicans. 6. HAMILTON, JOAN; north
salem, indiana; elementary education; sea;
madrigals; geneva stunts. 7. HAMM,
RICHARD L.; saint Petersburg, florida; re-
ligion; delta tau delta, treasurer; track;
blue key. 8. HAMP, STEVEN K.; grand
rapids, michigan; history; phi delta theta,
vice-president; ymca; young republicans;
ifc, vice-president; phi eta sigma; utes;
sphinx. 9. HANNER, SHIRLEY; indian-
apolis, indiana; pharmacy; ywca; lambda
kappa sigma; american pharmacutical as-
sociation. 10. HASKETT, CHARLES B.;
tipton, indiana; music education; kappa
kappa psi; phi mu alpha sinfonia; sym
phonic band; wind ensemble. 11. HAT
FIELD, DEBRA; indianapolis, indiana; mu
sic education; phi mu epsilon. 12. HAT-
LEY, ROBERT S.; indianapolis, indiana; ph
delta theta; utes; young republicans; ymca
13. HAWKINS, CHERYL; indianapolis, in
diana; physical education.
the challenge of life needs a creativity not unknown at
b.u.
14. HAYCOX, KITZI L; indianapolis, In-
diana; elementary education; alpha phi,
corresponding secretary, historian; ywca,
cabinet; aws, cabinet, council, freshman
camp chairman; aws, cabinet; sea; wra;
student assembly. 15. HEAD, DAVID
R.; greenfield, indiana; english; mss, edi-
tor; deans list; rote; sea; ivcf; phi eta Sig-
ma; sigma tau delta, president. 16.
HEAREY, CHRISTOPHER D.; oaklyn, new
jersey; history/political science; phi delta
theta, vice-president; utes; ymca; young
democrats; geneva stunts. 17. HELL-
STROM, RAYMOND: blue island, Illinois;
accounting; deans list; young republicans.
18. HENDERSON, MITSY; louisville, ken-
tucky; pi beta phi, treasurer, pledge train-
er; angel flight; spurs; chimes; mortar
board; pi epsilon phi, treasurer; home eco-
nomics; welwyn club, vice-president; wra;
aws; ywca; kappa sigma dream girl; cheer-
leader. 19. HERRON, BONNIE; danville,
illinois; elementary education; robertson
hall sports chairman; kappa delta pi. 20.
HIGGINS, KATHERINE M.; ada, michigan;
pharmacy; spurs; mortar board; phi kappa
phi; rho chi; lambda kappa sigma. 21.
HIGH, ELLESA; louisville, kentucky; en-
glish; pi beta phi, corresponding secretary;
young republicans; aws; wra; ywca; mss;
deans list. 22. HILL, SUSAN M.; brook-
field, illinois; sociology; aws; wra; young
democrats.
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1. HITTLE, JACK J.; montpelier, Ver-
mont; english; circle k, vice-president;
deans list. 2. HOCH, JUDY; indianapo-
lis, indiana; english; wra; chimes; schwit-
zer hall, dorm council; chaplain; brass
choir; deans list; alpha lambda delta; Sig-
ma tau delta; phi kappa phi. 3. HOEHN,
WILLIAM J.; indianapolis, indiana; music
education; phi eta Sigma; phi mu alpha
phi kappa phi; kappa delta pi. 4. HO
NAN, LINDA L.; lebanon, indiana; zoology
pi beta phi; alpha lambda delta; spurs
chimes, secretary; mortar board; wra
young republicans; aws; ywca. 5. HO
RINE, VINTON F.; indianapolis, indiana
pre-dental; 6. HORNER, JOYCE; fair
bury, illinois; math; alpha phi, president
rush chairman; alpha lambda delta, secre
tary; spur; chimes, president; mortar
board; kappa mu epsilon, treasurer; aws
wra; ywca; sea; young republicans. 7
HUTTO, PHILLIP K.; kokomo, indiana
pharmacy; american pharmacutical asso
ciation. 8. HOWARD, MARGA
RET E.; indianapolis, indiana
elementary education. 9. HUNT
NORMA; indianapolis, indiana; e I e
mentary education; wra; aws; sea; '500
festival princess. 10. HURWITZ, VICKI
saint louis, missouri; aws; wra. 11
HUSER, KATHLEEN; indianapolis, indiana
business administration; student assemb
ly; ais, president. 12. IDE, DOTTIE
downers grove, illinois; delta gamma, foun
dations chairman; wra; young republicans
ywca; miss butler finalist. 13. IMOBER
STAG, IRVING F.; dearborn, michigan; his
tory; phi delta theta; ymca. 14. INGER
SOLL, DONNA JEAN; la grange, illinois
dance; mss; sigma rho delta; butler ballet
240—seniors
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15. ISSACS, MONICA; fort wayne, Indi-
ana; music education; sigma alpha iota;
symphonic band; wind ensemble; march-
ing band; percussion ensemble; accordian
ensemble. 16. JARRETTE, JAMES C.
rochester, indiana; history; phi delta theta
chaplain; young republicans; ymca; stu
dent assembly; history club; drift; utes
blue key. 17. JEFFERIS, JUDY; wana
maker, indiana; elementary education; kap
pa alpha theta, first vice-president; aws
sea; wra; ywca; drift. 18. JOHNSON
CHERYL; cos cob, Connecticut; dance; del
ta gamma; cycling club; sigma rho delta
deans list. 19. JOHNSON, DEBBIE
Springfield, ohio; physical education; kap
pa kappa gamma, marshall, assistant so
cial chairman, activities chairman; aws
ywca; wra; sea; pemm club, publicity chair
man. 20. JOHNSON, KAREN; monroe ;
Wisconsin; elementary education. 21
JONES, CAROL; indianapolis, indiana; lat
in; sea; collegian; kappa delta pi; eta sig
ma phi. 22. JONES, STEVEN R.; zions
ville, indiana; music education; kappa kap
pa psi, president; marching band; sym
phonic band. 23. JOYCE, MICHAEL R.
Valparaiso, indiana; zoology; track. 24
KAISER, ALBERT; norwalk, ohio; pharma
cy; kappa psi.
seniors
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life is a continuous bore when the dreams of yesterday outlive the realities of today.
1. KANTROWITZ, VIVIAN: Clifton, new
jersey; elementary education; yd. 2.
KAPLAN, PAUL: carmel, indiana; pre-med;
lambda chi alpha; ymca; rote. 3. KAP-
LAN, ROBERT S.: columbus, ohio; english.
4. KEATING, PATRICIA: gainesville, Vir-
ginia; music education; alpha phi; wra;
ywca; aws; university choir; symphonic
band; women's choir. 5. KENNEDY,
LOUISE: mundelein, Illinois; pharmacy;
lambda kappa sigma, v.p.; rho chi,
achievement certificate; apha, corr. sec.
6. KIMMERLING, JEFFREY: frankton, in-
diana; accounting; yd; sam. 7. KING,
CAROL: lebanon, indiana; music educa-
tion; kappa kappa gamma, panhellenic
representative; ywca; wra; aws; yr; menc;
sigma alpha iota; dean's list; university
chorale; university choir; swing choir; wo-
men's choir; women's ensemble. 8.
KINLEY, SARAH: anderson, indiana;
piano; aws; ywca; wra; sigma alpha iota,
pres.; alpha lambda delta; chimes; mor-
tar board; phi kappa phi; contemporary
choir; women's choir. 9. KNEESE,
CHARLES G.: pendleton, indiana; pharma-
cy; delta tau delta, rec. sec, pledge train-
er, v.p.; utes, president; kappa psi. 10.
KNISLEY, ENOLA: anderson, indiana; so-
ciology; schwitzer resident asst.; ussc; yd;
mental health club; alpha lambda delta;
spurs; chimes. 11. KOLB, KATHY: an-
gola, indiana; elementary education; al-
pha chi omega; aws; sea, president.
yesterdays' dreams become todays' realities
12. KONZELMAN, ROBERT: ambia, in-
diana; zoology, chemistry; acs; history
club; apha. 13. KRAUS, FREDRICK J.:
lake forest, illinois; history; sigma nu
utes; sphinx. 14. K R U S E , JAMES
woodcliff lake, new jersey; pre-med; ross
hall, pres.; soc. chrm.; utes; marching
band. 15. KWIEK, CYNTHIA: cicero, il-
linois; dance; alpha phi, 3rd v. p.; aws;
wra; ywca; yr; sigma rho delta; butler bal-
let. 16. LABE, PAUL: oley, Pennsylvan-
ia; theory and composition; phi mu alpha
sinfonia, pres., sec, chorister; marching
band; contemporary choir; men's choir;
formalaires; swing choir. 17. LAM-
BRECHT, ROBERTA: northbrook, illinois;
home economics; kappa alpha theta, rec.
sec. 18. LATINO, PHYLLIS: bernards-
ville, new jersey; journalism; wra; ywca;
collegian, managing editor; theta sigma
phi, treas. 19. LAWSON, RANDALL C:
new castle, indiana; accounting; yr; sam;
alpha phi omega, treas.; phi eta sigma;
utes; sphinx; phi kappa phi. 20. LE-
VYS, ALLAN: white plains, new york; zoolo-
gy; sam; cycling club; biology club. 21.
LEBEAU, CRAIG: wolcott, indiana; physi-
cal education; basketball; b-men's asso-
ciation. 22. LEFFEL, SUSAN: spring-
field, Ohio; music education; switzer
resident asst.; ywca; mu phi epsilon,
pres.; chorale; contemporary choir; wo-
men's choir; swing choir; women's en-
semble. 23. LEININGER, SHARON: tip-
ton, indiana; sociology; alpha chi omega,
1st v.p.; house manager; wra, sports
council; yd., sec; angel flight; theta sigma
phi; dean's list.
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1. LEWIS, LAWRENCE A.: ownsboro,
kentucky; religion; tau kappa epsilon, v.p.,
sec, historian; ymca, chmn. community
and world affairs; ifc, treasurer; utes. 2.
LILLY, GEORGI: indianapolis. 3.
LINGBERG, ROGER: dumont, new jersey;
radio and t.v.; student council; wajc pub-
lic relations mgr. 4. LINDNER, DEBO-
RAH: indianapolis, indiana; history, poli-
tical science; kappa alpha theta, treas.;
yr; ywca; aws; history club; drift. 5.
LINK, JO ANNE: greenfield, indiana; the-
ory and composition; mu phi epsilon;
dean's list; madrigals; contemporary
choir. 6. LISS, THOMAS: crown point,
indiana; business administration; sigma
chi, house manager; drift; collegian; utes.
7. LUPOLD, LYNN: elkhart, indiana;
theory and composition; university choir;
women's choir; swing choir. 8. LYNCH,
PATRICIA: kettering, ohio; speech; ro-
bertson hall, recorder, treas.; sea; speak-
ers committee; debate team; student as-
sembly. 9. MCBRIDE, MARILYN JO:
angola, indiana; music education; alpha
phi, music chmn., administrative asst.;
wra; ywca; aws; tau beta sigma; sigma
alpha iota, editor, treas.; wind ensemble;
marching band; symphonic band; univer-
sity orchestra; university chorale, menc,
right place, wrong time—chuck kneese shows what can happen
spring helps spread senioritis
seniors anxious for careers
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nature's renaissance comes to the gardens.
treas.; miss butler finalist. 10. MC-
CAIN, JEAN ANN: franklin, indiana; en-
glish; delta gamma, 2nd v. p., public re-
lations officer; ywca, cabinet; aws; wra;
angel flight; panhellenic pres.; drift; kappa
delta pi; spurs; chimes; mortar board; hub
award. 11. MCCARTHY: MAR-
IAN: evanston, illinois; music
education; alpha phi, social chmn.;
wra; aws; ywca; menc; university
choir; women's choir. 12. MCCOR-
MICK, DELANNE: northbrook , illinois;
journalism; collegian; theta sigma phi.
13. MCDERMOTT, DEBORAH: cherry
hill, new jersey; zoology, biology; alpha
phi; wra; ywca; aws; yr. 14. MCIN-
TIRE, DEBORAH: crawfordsville, indiana;
elementary education; kappa alpha theta;
ywca; wra. 15. MCKINNEY, MELVIN
S.: noblesville, indiana; physical educa-
tion; kappa sigma, v. p., pledge trainer,
guard, soc. chmn.; ymca; circle k; pemm
club; basketball; track. 16. MACDON-
ALD, LAURIE: indianapolis, indiana; soc-
iology. 17. MAGIERA, KATHLEEN: oma-
ha, nebraska; fine arts, music; kappa kap-
pa gamma, soc. chmn., scholarship
chmn.; ywca; wrra; aws; sigma rho delta;
chimes; spurs; dean's list; university
chorale; butler ballet; university choir.
18. MAGLEY, VIRGINIA SUE: canandai-
gua, new york; pharmacy; wra; aws; stu-
dent assembly; apha; drift; bucop, co-
editor; lambda kappa sigma, soc. chmn.;
alpha lambda delta; rho chi certificate;
symphonic band. 19. MAHLER, TER-
RIL: indianapolis, indiana; music educa-
tion; phi mu alpha sinfonia; kappa kappa
psi; symphonic band; marching band
brass choir; orchestra. 20. MAHLKE
KENNETH: indianapolis, indiana; psychol
ogy; track. 21. MANN, KERMIT: ango
la, indiana; music education; student as
sembly; men's advisory board; phi mu al
pha; kappa kappa psi; marching band
symphonic band; symphonic wind ensem-
ble; university symphony; university
choir; university chorale. 22. MAN-
SON, SARAH: van buren, indiana; english;
delta delta delta, treas., chaplain; ywca;
wra; aws; yr; sea; student assembly;
chimes; mortar board; sigma tau delta;
kappa delta pi. 23. MARRS, RICHARD:
allerton, illinois; pharmacy; apha; ipha;
phi delta chi; kappa kappa psi; marching
band.
1. MASCHMEYER, STEVE; logansport, in-
diana; zoology; biology club. 2. MA-
SON, MELANIE; rochester, new york, re-
ligion. 3. MASCOE, BARBARA; delta
delta delta, president, chaplain historian;
collegian, copy editor; aws; wra; ywca,
cabinet; tau beta sigma; university choir;
marching band; theta sigma phi; who's
who. 4. MAYER, ROBERT; elmont, new
york; music education; marching band;
symphonic band; clarinet quartet; univer-
sity wind ensemble. 5. MAYER, RUS-
SELL J.; west orange, new jersey; political
science. 6. MAHILL, JOHN; knights-
town, indiana; journalism; phi delta theta,
president; ymca; yr; collegian; sigma delta
chi. 7. MEAD, JANE; indianapolis, in-
diana; physical education; alpha phi, pan-
hellenic delegate; wra, pres.; pemm club,
sec; aws; chimes; delta psi kappa. 8.
MEDVE, ELEANORA: suffern, new york;
elementary education; alpha chi omega;
ywca; aws; wra; mental health club; psy-
chology club; student assembly; human
relations council; women's choir; univer-
sity choir. 9. MEISTRICH, HOWARD;
woodridge, new york; history; tau kappa
epsilon, historian; ymca; yd; history club.
10. MERTZ, SUSAN; Columbia city, in-
diana; music education; sigma alpha iota,
sec; university choir; women's choir;
marching band. 11. MESERVE, WIL-
LIAM: oakhurst, new jersey; business ad-
yesterdays' dreams—a small part of tomorrow
ministration; sam. 12. MEYER, JANE
CHERRINGTON: toms river, new jersey;
elementary education; kappa alpha theta,
soc. chrm.; aws; wra; ywca; spurs; chimes;
butler ballet. 13. MEYER, JEFFREY:
indianapolis, indiana; accounting; arnold
air society; yd. 14. MIDDLESWORTH
MARJORIE: greentown, indiana; elemen
tary education; alpha chi omega; wra; aws
ywca; yd; sea. 15. MINNEMAN, DIANE
lafayette, indiana; pre-med; alpha phi
aws; wra; ywca; alpha lambda delta, pres.
spurs; chimes; mortar board. 16. MIN
NEY, DEBORAH: indianapolis, indiana; his
tory; aws; yr; cheer block. 17. MIT
CHELL, MARILYN: tipton, indiana; elemen
tary education; kappa alpha theta, archi
vist; wra; ywca; yr; student assembly; cy
cling club. 18. MITCHELL, TEKLA: li
ma, ohio; dance; alpha phi; aws; wra
ywca; Sigma rho delta. 19. MITHOE
FER, MARY ELLEN: indianapolis, indiana
business. 20. MOBLEY, JON: dan
ville, Illinois; pharmacy; phi delta chi, cor
respondent; apha, v.p.; utes. 21
MONK HELENA: atlantic city, new jersey;
sociology; university choir. 22. MONT
GOMERY, RICHARD: hammond, indiana
political science, history; alpha phi omega,
pres.; marching band.
•1*(*K''V . seniors
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Hhome ec—from student bodies to home bodies
I. MORGAN, JUDITH; carmel, indiana;
elementary education; alpha phi, rec.
sec; aws; wra; ywca; student council;
drift; sea. 2. MORGAN, LISSA; oak
brook, Illinois; history; delta gamma, ritu-
al chrm; aws; wra; ywca; le cercle fran-
cais; history club. 3. MORTON, PATTI;
cedar grove, new jersey; dance; sigma phi
delta. 4. MOSEL, JOANNE; shaker
heights, ohio; political science; delta del-
ta delta, v.p. pledge trainer; aws; ywca;
wra; phi kappa theta favorite. 5.
MOSS, RICHARD; kokomo, indiana; polit-
ical science; sigma chi; ymca; yd; student
assembly. 6. MUFFETT, LEE ANN; St.
john, indiana; sociology/english; aws;
sea; sigma rho delta; butler ballet. 7.
MUIR, KAREN; bethlehem, Pennsylvania;
elementary education; pi beta phi, rush
chmn; social chmn; aws; wra; ywca; yr;
sea. 8. MYERS, LLOYD; mclean, Vir-
ginia; english. 9. NAGY, BRUCE; eas-
ton, Pennsylvania; radio; wajc; sports di-
rector. 10. NEAT, SCOTT; speedway,
indiana; physical education; phi delta
theta; b-men; basketball; baseball; utes.
II. NEFF, JODY; anderson, indiana; en-
glish; kappa kappa gamma, corr. sec;
aws; wra; ywca; yr; student assembly;
campus crusade for Christ; spurs; sigma
tau delta; spoke award. 12. NEWBOLD,
CORNELIA; glen head, new york; radio-
tv; drift, photographer; wra; wajc;
theta sigma phi, v.p. 13. NEW-
ELL, JANE; converse, indiana; phar-
macy; lambda kappa sigma; rec. sec.
14. NICHOLS, DENNIS; floral park, new
york; zoology; chemistry; delta tau delta,
social chmn; yr; biology club; tennis; utes;
sphinx. 15. NICHOLSON, MAR I
LYN; sheidan, indiana; music education
yr; tau beta sigma; sigma alpha iota, v.p.
marching band; brass ensemble; univer
sity choir; symphonic band; wind ensem
ble; deans list. 16. NEIMEYER, JOHN
fort wayne, indiana; physical education
kappa sigma, v.p.; ymca; ussc, v.p.; b
men, sec; football; utes. 17. NIXON
DAVID; lawrenceburg, indiana; chemistry
american chemical association; utes
sphinx; phi kappa phi.
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18. NORRIS, STEVE; rochester, indiana
physical education; phi delta theta, chap
lain, librarian; ymca; yr; b-men; circle k
treasurer; basketball; track; sphinx. 19
NORRIS, WILLIAM; fort wayne, indiana
music education; phi kappa theta; kappa
kappa psi; symphonic band; stage band
wind ensemble; mens choir. 20. NOR
WALK, KEITH; ada, michigan; english
phi delta theta, secretary; social chair
man; ymca; literary club; yr; mss staff
sigma tau delta; utes, secretary; sphinx
21. OAKLEY, CAROL; indianapolis, indi
ana; alpha phi, treasurer, parliamentar
ian; aws; ywca; wra; yr; university sym
phony; alpha lambda delta; phi kappa
phi; who's who. 22. OSTRUM, CECE
LIA; indianapolis, indiana; physical educa
tion; kappa kappa gamma; aws; wra
ywca. 23. PARKER, LEE; niagra fall
new york; business administration; lamb
da chi alpha, pledge trainer; sam. 24
PATTY, DONNA; la grange park, Illinois:
merchandising; yr; aws; welwyn club
25. PEARSON, GEORGIA; marietta, geor
gia; dance; delta gamma; sigma rho del
ta, butler ballet.
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focusing on broader insights comes with the exploration and application of knowledge.
1. PEARSON, JOE: indianapolis, indi-
ana; physical education; phi delta theta;
ymca; basketball; baseball. 2. PECK,
MARILYN: Oakland, new jersey; elemen-
tary education; sea; drift housing staff;
kappa delta pi. 3. PHARISS, LU ANNE:
indianapolis, indiana; home economics;
alpha chi omega, warden; wra; aws; ywca;
yd, pres.; french club; welwyn club. 4.
PICKERING, WAYNE: dolgeville, new york;
business administration; sigma nu; rote,
commander; arnold air society; circle k;
sam; utes; sphinx, treas. 5. PIETRU-
SINSKI, MARILYN: Chicago, Illinois; mer-
chandising; delta delta delta, schol. chrm.,
rush chrm; wra; aws; ywca; yr; welwyn
club; pi epsilon phi, v. p. 6. PLATT,
TISH: lafayette, indiana; elementary educa-
tion; aws; mss; ywca; wra; yr; mental
health club; spurs; angel flight; delta gam
ma. 7. POWELL, ALAN: wheatland, in
diana; pharmacy; phi delta chi. 8
PRIEST, MELANIE: bainbridge, indiana
radio-tv; kappa alpha theta, parliamentar
ian, pres.; aws; wra; ywca; wajc; angel
flight; alpha lambda delta; spurs; chimes;
theta sigma phi.
historians find meaning where there is none
9. PUTZ, STEPHEN: dyer, indiana;
chemistry; zoology; sigma chi, pledge
trainer; ymca; intra murals. 10. RAD
ECKI, LARRY: south bend, indiana; en
glish; basketball. 11. RAMEY, KEN
NETH: danbury, Connecticut; pharmacy,
phi delta chi, social chrm., pres.; apha
sec; circle k, sec; bucop, ed. 12
RECTOR, PAUL: daleville, indiana; phar
macy; kappa psi; alpha phi omega; apha
13. REED, DAVID: catlin, illinois; phy
sical education; football; basketball
dean's list. 14. REED, RICHARD: cat
lin, illinois; zoology, chemistry; football
basketball. 15. REHLANDER, LILLIE
rolling prairie, indiana; music education
16. REPLOGLE, PAM: laporte, indiana
english; kappa kappa gamma, second v. p.
aws, iaws, cabinet; ywca, newsletter; wra
sea; campus crusade; yr; drift; university
choir; alpha lambda delta, v.p., junior ad
viser; spurs; chimes; mortar board; sig
ma tau delta; kappa mu epsilon; out
standing freshman woman. 17
RHODES, PAUL: buffalo, new york; phar
macy; phi delta chi, sec; apha. 18
RICHARDSON, RONALD: western springs
illinois; history, pol. science; phi delta
theta; ymca; yr; mss. 19. RILEY,
MICHAEL: collingswood, new jersey; his-
tory, pol. science; phi delta theta; ymca
sphinx, v.p. 20. RISSMAN, MARC: mor
ton grove, illinois; mathematics; tau kap
pa epsilon, treas.; ymca; math club; liter
ature club; mss; tennis; cheerleader; co
captain; kappa mu epsilon; utes; sphinx
blue key. 21. RIZK, MICHAEL: cleve
land, ohio; radio-tv; collegian; wajc; uni
versity choir. 22. ROCHE, GAIL: fleet
wood, Pennsylvania; history, botany; aws
yd; student assembly; judiciary board,
sec.
seniors have designs reflecting future of art
1. ROGERS, BARBARA: fort wayne, in-
diana; elementary education; yr; sea;
marching band. 2. ROGERS, DOUG-
LAS: sudbury, massachusetts; economics;
kappa sigma, house mgr., pledge trainer,
pres.; ifc; ymca; track. 3. RUDOLF,
KEITH: boonville, indiana; music educa-
tion; phi mu alpha sinfonia, sec, pres.;
kappa kappa psi, v.p.; symphonic band;
marching band; university symphony;
brass choir; stage band. 4. RUFF,
JANICE: Plymouth, indiana, elementary
education; alpha phi, pledge trainer, rush
chairman, hostess, aws, wra, ywca, yd
sea, collegian, columnist. 5. RUNGE
CATHY: elgin, Illinois; elementary educa
tion; alpha chi omega, social chrm.
pledge trainer; aws; wra; ywca; sea; cy
cling club. 6. RUPPEL, WILLIAM; north
manchester, indiana; phi kappa theta; yr;
alpha phi omega; football manager
marching band. 7. RYKOVICH, TOM
merrillville, indiana; zoology; sigma chi
ed. v.p.; football; utes. 8. SALBACH
SHANNON. 9. SALTUS, RALPH; bould
er, Colorado; business administration; sig
ma nu, pledge trainer social chrm, dean's
list. 10. SANCHIS, MARCIA: indianapo
lis, indiana; Spanish. 11. SANDSTROM
KAREN: indianapolis, indiana; history
Spanish, aws, cabinet; history club; var
sity debate team; tau kappa alpha; delta
sigma rho, alpha lambda delta; spurs;
chimes; mortar board. 12. SAUNDERS
SUSAN; new albany, indiana; history
political science; robertson resident as
sistant; yd. publicity chrm. student assem
bly, student life committee; mental health
club; alpha lambda delta; mortar board.
13. SAVAGE, LINDA; louisville, kentucky;
english, alpha chi omega, schol. chrm.
ed. activities chrm., aws, wra, ywca, ed.
student assembly, literature club, sea,
mss, collegian, kappa delta pi, pres; sig-
ma tau delta, v.p. chimes, ed mortar
board; theta sigma pi hub award. 14.
SAYLORS, JACK; swayzee, indiana; so-
cial science, sigma chi, v.p. basketball.
15. SCHAAL, CYNTHIA; denver, Colorado,
the birds and the bees of holcomb gardens conspire to make quiet moments valuable.
speech, delta gamma, rush chrm. aws,
wra, ywca. 16. SCHADEK, PETER
mansfield, ohio; political science, history
collegian; german club tennis. 17
SCHILLING, JOEL: brookfield, Illinois; po
litical science, history, delta tau delta
pres. marching band; kappa kappa psi
18. SCHULTE, JACK; east Cleveland
ohio; english; yr. yd. ymca, circle k; mss
collegian. 19. SCHULTE, RONALD; dy
er, indiana; biology; sigma chi, pres
treas., schol. chrm. ymca. 20. SEAL,
JOHN; brookfield, Illinois, accounting, ph
delta theta, warden, rush chrm. ymca bas
ketball, utes. 21. SEARS, LOIS; oma
ha, nebraska; dance; ywca, mental health
club, butler ballet. 22. SETZER, CHAR-
LENE; dayton, ohio, home ec; pi beta phi,
programs chem. aws, wra, ywca, welyn
club; pi epsilon phi. 23. SEVERIN,
JULIE: Cincinnati, ohio, elementary ed.,
delta gamma, rituals chrm., aws, wra,
ywca, yr, student council, block-b, sea,
university choir, dean's list.
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censors and blips prevail on our own wajc
1. SHACKELFORD, LINDA: Indianapolis
indiana; elementary education; delta gam
ma, activities chrm., soc. chrm. aws; wra
ywca; yr; sea; sigma tau delta; dean's list
2. SHARPE, EARNEST: benham, ken
tucky; mathematics; omega psi phi. 3
SHORT, STEVEN: ft. lauderdale, florida
zoology, chemistry. 4. SIEGEL, DAN
I EL: staten island, new york; religion; stu
dent assembly; intervarsity fellowship
pres.; human relations council; free uni
versity speaker chrm. 5. SKROCH
TOM: indianapolis, indiana; business ad
ministration. 6. SLAUGHTER, C. JAY:
columbus, indiana; music; phi mu alpha
sinfonia, treas.; kappa kappa psi, sec;
marching band symphonic band; univer-
sity choir; wind ensemble. 7. SMEGO,
JOHN: joliet, Illinois; pharmacy; phi delta
chi. 8. SMITH, ALLYSON: ligoneir, in-
diana; elementary education; kappa kappa
gamma, soc. chrm.; aws; wra; ywca; sea;
phi kappa theta snow queen. 9. SNY-
DER, ROSANNE: ossining, new york; en-
glish; alpha phi; aws; wra; ywca; sea; Sig-
ma tau delta; kappa delta pi. 10.
SPERRY, ABIGAIL: la grange, illinois;
sociology; alpha chi omega; chaplain;
aws; wra, sports council; ywca; student
assembly, academic affairs chrm. 11.
SQUILLER, GIL: north judson, indiana;
phi delta chi, master-at-arms, rush chrm.;
apha. 12. STANLEY, ROSS: anderson,
indiana; history, pol. science; kappa delta
pi; marching band. 13. STATES
ALICE: decatur, illinois; pharmacy; lamb
da kappa sigma, pres.; apha. 14
STAYTON, BARBARA: indianapolis, indi
ana; special education; kappa alpha theta
aws; ywca; yr; angel flight. 15. STEP
ANCIOSA, NORMA: indianapolis, indiana
decorated in early clutter, wajc appeals to watchful ears
JkU
turning on the ears of the world is a broadcast attraction on butler's wajc.
music education; mu phi epsilon; menc
university choir; women's choir; contem
porary choir. 16. STEPHANOFF, STEV
EN: indianapolis, indiana; social studies
17. STONE, RITA: gary, indiana; span
ish; wra; tau beta sigma, sec. 18
STOOPS, JAMES: new castle, indiana
business education; sea. 19. STOVER
GARY: fortville, indiana; business educa
tion; lambda chi alpha. 20. STULTS,
MARGO: northbrook, illinois; elementary
education; pi beta phi, sec; aws; wra
ywca; student assembly. 21. S U L
TEEN, DEBORAH: lakewood, ohio; dance
sigma rho delta; butler ballet. 22
SWARTZ, JERRY: knightstown, indiana
pharmacy; phi delta chi.
22 t° em 't a w°rd is to enlighten a mind.
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college degree; path out of educational forest
1. TEIPEN, JANICE: indianapolis, indi
ana; journalism; collegian, ed., city ed.
theta Sigma phi, pres. 2. TERWILLI
GER, JOHN: crown point, indiana; busi
ness education; sigma chi. 3. THOMP
SON, CURTIS: evanston, Illinois; english
circle k, pres.; mss; baseball. 4
THOMPSON, SARAH JO: indianapolis, in
diana; english; alpha chi omega, pres.
corr. sec; aws, cabinet; wra; ywca; yr; his
tory club, sec; coed codes, ed. 5
TOMAMICHEL, KATHRYN: beech grove
indiana; music education; tau beta, sig
ma; marching band; university choir; wo
men's choir, chorale. 6. TOMLINSON
DONNA: lasalle, illinois; music education
women's choir; swing choir; university
choir. 7. TRIMBLE, JUDITH: Westches-
ter, Pennsylvania; elementary education.
8. VANESS, JON: summitville, indiana;
drama; phi delta theta; ymca; yr. 9.
VAUGHN, SUSAN: Jackson, michigan;
dance; sigma rho delta; butler ballet.
10. VAVUL, DIANE: indianapolis, indi-
ana; english; student council; sigma tau
delta. 11. VEATCH, JOYCE: indiana
polis, indiana; elementary education; kap
pa delta pi. 12. VENTURELLA, JO
SEPH: melrose park, illinois; music edu
cation; phi kappa theta; mss. 13. VER
BRYCK, MARCY: ft wayne, indiana; his
tory, pol. science; kappa alpha theta, ac
tivities chrm., schol. chrm.; aws; wra;
ywca; yr, treas.; angel flight, information
officer, commander; half-time honeys;
drift; chimes; hub award. 14. VICARI
GEORGIANNE: dyer, indiana; elementary
education; alpha phi, 1st v. p., house mgr,
aws; wra; ywca; sea; kappa delta pi. 15
VITALE, RICHARD: rochester, new york
business administration; kappa sigma
pledge trainer; ymca; sam; arnold air so
ciety. 16. VOLTMER, KATHRYN: in
dianapolis, indiana; elementary education
pi beta phi. 17. VRYN, NANCY: north
plainfield, new jersey; trianon; aws; ywca
ais. 18. WADYKA, DAVID: huntington
new york; pre-law; phi kappa theta, sec;
yr. arnold air society. 19. WALKER,
JILL: greenfield, indiana; sociology; alpha
chi omega; aws; wra; ywca; student as-
sembly.
Si'
'
of the thorns lin ng the road out of the educational doldrums, marching to the tune of uncle sam's draft is the prickliest.
20. WALKER, PAMELA: kokomo, indiana;
speech; kappa alpha theta; aws, v.p.;
wra, sec; student assembly, sec, aca-
demic affairs chrm.; women's advisory
board; collegian; wajc; spurs, treas., di-
rector of region ten; theta sigma phi, sec;
hub award; top ten women students. 21.
WALLACE, ANN: florham park, new jersey;
english; robertson, sec; aws; newman
club; sigma tau delta. 22. WAMPLER,
JOHN: north judson, indiana; history, pol.
science; phi kappa theta, v.p., rush chrm.;
yd; history club; psychology club.
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long hours of tedious studies find a frothy break in order.
1. WEBBER, BRIAN: Webster groves,
missouri; biology; kappa sigma, scribe,
house mgr., guard; ymca; yr; arnold air
society; sphinx; dean's list. 2. WEB-
ER, LOUIS: hammond, indiana; physical
education; phi kappa theta; vice presi-
dent, pledge trainer. 3. WEBER, MARY:
sunman, indiana; music education; menc;
symphonic band; inter-collegiate band;
clarinet ensembles. 4. WEBSTER, PA-
TRICIA: glenwood, illinois; history; chris-
tian science organization, pres.; university
choir. 5. WESTERFIELD, MARY: home-
wood, illinois; dance; sigma rho delta;
university chorale; butler ballet. 6.
WILLIAMS, JIM: indianapolis, indiana; pre-
med; sigma nu; most eligible bachelor;
phi eta sigma. 7. WILLIAMS, MARK:
indianapolis, indiana; accounting; omega
psi phi, treas.; mss; sbl; phi eta sigma.
8. WILLIAMS, WILLIAM: mitchell, indi-
ana; physical education. 9. WILLS,
THOMAS: danville, indiana; pharmacy;
lambda chi alpha, pres., treas., schol.
chrm.; ifc representative; ymca; kappa
psi, v.p.; utes. 10. WILSON, KATHY:
evansville, indiana; physical education;
alpha chi omega, rush chrm.; aws; wra;
ywca; yr; iahper, district representative;
pemm club, treas.; lambda chi alpha cres-
cent girl. 11. WILSON, LYNDA: Stam-
ford, Connecticut; home economics; kap-
pa alpha theta, house mgr., panhellenic
representative; pi sigma phi, pres.; ywca,
258—seniors
candles kept burning extra hour for seniors
district representative; angel flight; wel-
wyn club. 12. WOJCIK, DAN: fraser,
michigan; mathematics; sigma chi, pres.;
b-men's club; tennis; basketball. 13.
WORRELL, BARBARA: indianapolis, Indi-
ana; journalism; trianon, pres., v.p., mar-
shal; aws; ywca; ais; student assembly;
theta sigma phi; dean's list. 14. WOR-
THINGTON, SANDRA: evansville, i n -
diana; mathematics; alpha phi, treas.,
house mgr.; aws; wra, sports council;
ywca; yr; sea; student assembly, treas.;
kappa delta pi, treas.; spurs; chimes;
mortar board. 15. WRIGHT, JAMES:
indianapolis, indiana; zoology; ais. 16.
WRIGHT, MICHAEL: indianapolis, indiana;
philosophy, religion; german club. 17.
WRIGHT, PATTY: indianapolis, indiana;
elementary education; pi beta phi, pres.,
corres. sec; wra; ywca; aws, co-editor of
coed codes; spurs; chimes; mortar board.
18. YAGGI, ROBERT: indianapolis, indi-
ana; elementary education; alpha phi ome-
ga; history club. 19. YEOMAN, DON-
ALD: rensselaer, indiana; elementary ed-
ucation; ross hall, dorm counselor; circle
k; track. 20. YOSHIOKA, ALAN: maka
wao, maui, hawaii; physics; ross hall
dorm counselor; bisa; football, Softball
21. YOUNG, MARY: alton, Illinois; pre
law; kappa alpha theta, soc. chrm.; ywca
cabinet; aws; wra; cheerleader; angel
flight, pledge trainer, comptroller; spurs;
spoke award; hub award. 22. YUEN-
GERT, LAURA: richmond, indiana; mer-
chandising; kappa alpha theta, historian;
welwyn club; dean's list. 23. ZELL,
STEVEN: Winchester, indiana; music; sig-
ma nu, chaplain; university choir; men's
choir; phi eta sigma; utes, treas.; sphinx;
phi kappa phi.
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local enterprizes satisfy
students inside and out
torn liss drives into CRANFILL ADVER-
TISING AGENCY for a smashing adver-
tisement. 130 e. Washington St., 634-
8871.
hand-some rings from HERFF JONES give
sara judd and bruce qualey a wide se-
lection to choose from, which will it be?
see ye local bookstore lady.
eyes closed, barb brediger buys every-
thing at DOROTHY'S, open your eyes to
the latest fashions at DOROTHY'S, lafay-
ette square.
You Neier Outgrow Your Neetl for
MILK
Drink at Least Three Glasses
a Day Every Day
can you pass up a PEPSI break? chris kleinschmidt pauses for a PEPSI because YOU'VE
GOT ALOT TO LIVE, AND PEPSI HAS ALOT TO GIVE.
twins, patty and nancy brown, team up with bill booher and eric smith for a triple treat
from JACK'S TU YOUR DOOR PIZZA, 4208 n. college ave., 255-0803, 253-3636.
bill legrand drinks three glasses of milk
a day and look what it does for him! his
pin-woman, pam mackey, feels out the
result.
:o
students ham it up for drift advertisements
I
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lynn haglund envisions herself in a wig from TERRI'S OF CAL-
IFORNIA, for quality wigs, wiglets, falls and cascades see TERRI'S
OF CALIFORNIA at 960 broad ripple ave. 257-0437 southside:
6803 madison, 783-9391.
varsity cheerleaders, candy cox, marc rissman, jean chouchette,
wendy schaubel, and candy poore, depart on a victory voyage
in the comfort of SOUTHEASTERN TRAILWAYS, 240 west Ohio.
653-7655.
mod or antique, UNITED REPAIR SERVICE alters chris fornefeld
and peggy luken's fashion worlds, for repairs or alterations
ge the "in" look at 821 broad ripple ave., 255-2223.
the historic Central Canal, originally built
in the 1830's as part of a vast trans-
portation system, carries water to the
16th street purification facility of the
INDIANAPOLIS WATER COMPANY, which
supplies a large portion of metropolitan
indianapolis.
circle city merchants cater to campus needs
fred spooner finds unmatchable service
at CHUCK WIESE SHELL, 46th and Illi-
nois.
steve secrest flatters susie cowan with
flowers from MARER FLOWER SHOP, 1622
n. meridian, 923-3633, where you'll find
flowers for every occasion.
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jeff vorick sends georgia pearson up a
wall with his cool boots from REGAL
SHOES, lafayette square.
"thank God it's friday" and thank God
for the MELODY INN, 3826 n. illinois.
the "MEL" provides a welcome study
break for John and mitsy niemeyer and
torn liss.
^american national opera
company (in residence and
world premiere)
d'oyly carte opera company
goldovsky's opera company
metropolitan opera national
company (in residence and
world premiere)
new york city opera company
Canadian opera company
american ballet theatre
antonio and ballet de madrid
ballet folklorico de mexico
bayanihan phillippine dance
company
butler university ballet
company
Chicago opera ballet
ciro flamenco ballet
don cossack singers and
dancers
martha graham
jose greco and company
grand ballet classique
de france
harkness ballet (in residence)
leningrad kirov ballet
company
marcel marceau
moiseyev dance company
national ballet of Canada
raduga dance company
royal danish ballet company
rumanian folk ballet
san francisco ballet company
stars of the bolshoi
uday shankar & hindu dancers
ukranian dance company
zizi jeanmarie and company
fiesta mexicana
boston pops orchestra
Cleveland symphony orchestra
hague philharmonic orchestra
houston symphony orchestra
indianapolis symphony
orchestra (in residence)
interlochen orchestra
minneapolis symphony
orchestra
Stockholm philharmonic
Vienna symphony orchestra
augustana choir
bach aria group
gregg smith singers
indianapolis symphonic choir
norman luboff chorus
oberkirchen children's choir
robert shaw chorale
Vienna choir boys
Wittenberg choir
marian anderson
claudio arrau
henri aubert
david barillan
John browning
van cliburn
phyllis curtin
Clifford curzon
gianna d'angelo
misha dichter
rosalind elias
1969-70 drift editor, susie powers, finds
everything an editor could want in NEWS-
FOTO YEARBOOKS editing console.
bursar is restless; tuition on the rise again
Clowes memorial hall attractions
1963- 1970
odd couple phillipe entremont ferrante and teicher
Oliver rudolph firkusny ella fitzgerald
on a clear day . . . Sidney foster John gary
110 in the shade malcolm frager bobbie gentry
owl and the pussycat leonid hambro stan getz
plaza suite Sidney harth benny goodman
porgy and bess Jerome nines good time singers
ring round the moon eugene istomin eydie gorme
romeo and Juliet grant johannesen robert goulet
rosencrantz & guildenstern florence henderson
are dead dorothy kirsten skitch henderson
royal hunt of the sun abram khatchaturian woody herman
spoon river anthology richard lewis edward everett horton
stop the world . . . jerome lowenthal mahalia jackson
theatre royal Windsor sergiu luca eartha kitt
the circle jane marsh stan kenton
the crucible james mccracken steve lawrence
the homecoming carlos montoya ramsey lewis
the mad show zara nelsova liberace
the merry widow jan peerce guy lombardo
the roar of the greasepaint . . . roberta peters henry mancini
the seagull menahem pressler johnny mathis
the subject was roses ruggiero ricci paul mauriat
wait until dark arthur rubinstein wes montgomery
weiner blut andres segovia mant vani
who's afraid of Virginia woolf abbey simon mitch miller
ykichywtwr hidle somer roger miller
joan Sutherland mitchell trio
an evening with a well isaac stern patrice munsel
known bard henryk szeryng peter nero
brecht on brecht arthur tabachnick bob newhart
bristol old vie Shirley verrett wayne newton
busoni festival sandra warfield oscar peterson
captain kangaroo lisl weil robert preston
bobby dark marionettes Stanley weiner John raitt
helen hayes repertory joan rivers
company apa repertory company marty robbins
jazz at the philharmonic the price nipsey russell
mark twain tonight cabaret george shearing
national repertory company canterbury tales don shirley trio
national theatre of the deaf spofford barbara Streisand
royal european marionettes your own thing forest tucker
salzburg marionettes zorba fred waring
stockhold marionettes absence of a cello roger Williams
strolling players a funny thing happened . . . nancy wilson
the hollow crown a man for all seasons glenn yarbrough
a whitman portrait any Wednesday
a thousand clowns cannonball adderley
maurice chevalier at the drop of another hat american breed
marlene dietrich barefoot in the park cream
judy garland beyond the fringe donovan
sir John gielgud black comedy electric circus
helen hayes cactus flower hollies
bob hope camelot human beinz
mary martin carousel tommy james
lillian gish come blow your horn keith
dear me, the sky is falling kingston trio
alien and rossi delicate balance lovin' spoonful
ed ames don't drink the water peter, paul and mary
louis armstrong fiddler on the roof paul revere & the raiders
pearl bailey funny girl johnny rivers
count basie generation buffy st. marie
harry belafonte half a sixpence royal guardsmen
milton berle hamlet sam the sham
theodore bikel hello dolly sam and dave
victor borge hostile witness sandpipers
dave brubeck i do! i do! simon and garfunkel
johnny carson kismet sonny and cher
clebanoff strings lamp at midnight spanky and our gang
bill cosby
John davidson
lion in winter the association
luther
luv
the buckinghams
the fifth estatejimmy dean man of la mancha the happenings
phyllis diller mary, mary the supremes
mike douglas marat sade the turtles
a Ifred drake mame bobby vee
duke ellington
Ichris kleinschmidt refreshes herself with
an ice cold COCA-COLA: it's the real thing.
It's the real thing,
Coke.
Trade-mark®
universify students are deflated by inflation
kathy magiera is really smart when it comes to choosing clothes,
because she buys her clothes at the SMART SHOP, meadows,
esquire plaza, greenfield.
cindy edwards solves all her problems with a collection of pins
from SPICER-GIERKE. for your fraternity and sorority rings, pins
and gifts, see SPICER-GIERKE COMPANY, 6349 guilford ave.
(north of the canal in broad ripple) 253-1291.

butler seniors become tomorrow's consumers
upper left: chris dietz imagines herself in florida as she stops off
at KELLEHER SWIM-GYM SUPPLY, 3842 n. Illinois, to pick up
her sunny suit and sundry accessories.
lower left: fortune-ate couple, candy cox and leon putz, enjoy the
exotic food of LOTUS GARDEN, 4424 allisonville rd., 546-7551;
u.s. 31 at 431, greenwood, 881-5531.
Steve norris and billy shepherd lean on STOKELY'S GATORADE,
the big thirst quencher for active people.
1H
diane fountain, drift beauty queen agrees
that for the best senior pictures go directly
to ROOT PHOTOGRAPHERS, do not pass
go, do not collect $100.
when she leaves you cold, "LOVE" will
keep you warm, with gail sperry leaving
him, floyd garrett needs LOVE HEATING
AND AIR CONDITIONING, 4115 e. 10th
St., 353-2141.
seniors "ad" final hours to college memories
274—ads
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student index
abbitt, patricia a.—157
abel, dianna I.—153
abed, John w.—174
acheson, pamela p.—228
ackart, richard s.—228
ackerman, bruce h.—188
ackerman, trances e.—153
adney, susan I.—102,158
akin, William s.—182
albert, colleen k.—168
alexander, Stephen b.—140
alden, howard I.—135
aleckson, John a.—104,184
allardice, susan j.—125,158,
179
alien, david—106,137,138,
171
anderson, arleen j.—168,169
anderson, robert t.—181
anderson, christi s.—132,131,
155
anderson, chris c.—101,176,
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this is the dawning of a new era.
the proliferation of long hair, beads,
fringed suede jackets, and maxi-
coats marked the collegiate scene,
but most important was the intellec-
tual renaissance; new young blood
thrived on universal peace and love,
students infiltrated the ghettos, met
with university deans, and coordi-
nated national moratoriums in order
to obtain an understanding between
man and all men. butler, though only
molecular in the relative scheme of
the universe, was also caught up in
the new stream of thought . . . the
age of aquarius.
san angelo. Cexas
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